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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This deliverable reports the activities carried out in tasks T5.1 (“Event Monitors Strategy”), 
T5.2 (“Safety Metrics Modelling”) and T5.3 (“Fingerprinting Modelling”). The aim of the first 
months of these tasks was to set up the theoretical basis for the UP2DATE monitoring 
approach by defining both a monitoring architecture and the basic hardware and software 
properties that should be taken into account to derive meaningful information about the state 
of a platform from a safety and security standpoint. Moreover, this document also examines 
the low-level facilities which can be used to obtain information on hardware and software 
events as a technical result of task T5.1. The analysis follows a two steps approach: first we 
extract the relevant information from the available manuals for the UP2DATE platforms and 
then we proceed to an experimental evaluation. 

Tasks T5.2 and T5.3 deal with monitoring concepts in the context of functional safety and 
industrial security respectively. Their outcome brought an analysis of the state of the art on 
safety and security monitoring techniques and, together with the contribution of WP3, the 
definition of the SASE metrics. SASE metrics are a set of measurable indicators that can be 
used to assess the state of the system with respect to relevant safety and security properties 
(e.g., timing, memory contention, network bandwidth, hardware resource occupation). 

 

This deliverable is released at the same time with deliverables D3.2, D3.1 and D4.1 from WP3, 
and WP4 respectively. Due the strong bonds in terms of concepts and content (explained in 
Section 2.2) the authors would like to suggest the following deliverable reading order: 

 

Figure 1: Suggested M15 deliverable reading order 

 

 

  

D3.2 D3.1 D5.1 D4.1
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2 INTRODUCTION 

Runtime monitoring is a useful approach that relies on observing the runtime execution 
behaviour of a target system in its final environment with different potential applications, such 
as, verification, error logging, real-time fault detection and advanced maintenance 
procedures. Therefore, a monitoring strategy supported by a related system architecture can 
ease the tasks of integrating mixed-criticality software into heterogeneous Multiprocessor 
System on Chip (MPSoC) and performing software updates. Indeed, a complex system may be 
composed of multiple applications and components with varying levels of criticality and 
performance requirements, possibly developed by different entities and integrated together 
in the final system. Due to the resulting complexity and unpredictability of the system, 
functional safety and security standards require a set of exhaustive verification activities. 

The ability of replacing or adding new software components to the system causes the number 
of potential system variants to grow exponentially. As with any other safety system 
development, these system variants shall be verified and validated. In this case, it is of special 
interest to guarantee that the software update is compatible with the existing system through 
integration testing. On this phase monitoring the system at runtime is of paramount 
importance. In addition, software update mechanisms become a new entry point for security 
attackers and appropriate security countermeasures shall be deployed to prevent them, 
which could be improved by monitoring the system at runtime. 

Another important goal of continuous monitoring is design optimization. By relying on a 
constant feedback on the system state (e.g., resource utilization by tasks) it is possible to 
improve the design by optimizing it accordingly to the gathered information. In this way, the 
system can continuously improve the resource usage and avoid oversizing to accommodate 
new software functionality if needed. 

The overall strategy to accomplish the monitoring goals mentioned before rests on observing 
internal system events and interactions at runtime and deriving a set of Safety and Security 
(SASE) metrics out of them, which could be then evaluated either in real-time during the 
execution (i.e., online monitoring) or later on through offline monitoring depending on which 
of the aforementioned purpose is being accomplished. 

In this deliverable we report the relevant concepts behind the monitoring framework 
proposed in UP2DATE. Section 3 resumes the State of the art of safety and security techniques 
and the monitoring related indications of the relevant standards. In Section 4 we build up the 
basis for all the monitoring infrastructure by describing the strategy and the architecture used 
to gather the information about system state. Section 5 reports the technical details about 
monitoring, discussing the tools that can be used to monitor the UP2DATE platforms, that 
were selected in previous UP2DATE deliverable D2.2 [1]. Finally, in Section 6 we correlate the 
SASE properties defined in D3.1 to the information exposed by the tools discussed in Section 
5 in order to define a set of SASE metrics that can be used to assess the state of the system. 
SASE properties specify the dependencies and constraints of system software components 
and undelaying hardware and they will be used throughout the update procedure to 
continuously evaluate (before, during and after update execution) whether the safety and 
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security of the system is preserved with the update. The indicators that are used to 
quantitatively measure the SASE properties are called SASE metrics. 

2.1 Scope of this deliverable 

Before we start explaining in detail the progress performed in the various tasks, it is important 
to clarify the scope of the deliverable. In particular, this report belongs to a series of three 
deliverables defined in the Description of Action: 

▪ D5.1 Initial Monitoring and Controllability report, due on M15. This first deliverable 
describes the early status in all the tasks which have been active by M15. As such, it 
provides the definition of the initial concepts we have developed for monitoring, 
including SASE metrics definition and related monitoring tool selection.  

▪ D5.2 Mid Monitoring and Controllability report, due on M21. This follow up 
deliverable will extend the previous one with the addition of models for SASE metrics 
and the definition of control services which will be used for providing guarantees for 
both safety and security, as well as for optimisation purposes. At that project stage 
(M21), the first implementations of the concepts will start to become available and 
any required updates with respect to the D5.1 will be included.  

▪ D5.3 Final Monitoring and Controllability report, due on M27. In this deliverable we 
will provide the final version of the concepts and models which we will develop during 
the project, together with early evaluation results with benchmarks. 

According to the above description, this deliverable only contains the theoretical background 
and preparation we have done with respect to the monitoring and controllability strategy we 
will follow in the project. In particular, we explain the event monitoring strategy and the 
definition of safety and security metrics in line with the work performed in other work 
packages as explained in the following section. In terms of the monitoring strategy, we provide 
a description of the high-level architecture which is envisaged for all the platforms which will 
be covered in the project. In addition to that common strategy, we provide also the results of 
our specific monitoring and controllability analysis for the first platform which is covered at 
this stage of the project (NVIDIA Xavier). The rest of the platforms (Xilinx Zynq Ultrascale, 
Renesas RCAR H3 and AURIX Tricore) will be covered sequentially during the next phases of 
the project, and their specific analyses will be incrementally included in the next releases of 
this report, D5.2 and D5.3. However, as we explain in Chapter 5 many of the analysed 
monitoring features of this first platform are applicable to the platforms which will be covered 
later in the project as well. The platform of the railway use case, a Freescale MPC8569, will 
not be analysed due to the limited effort of the project. Anyway, the monitoring framework 
already implemented by CAF will be used. 

2.2 Relation to other UP2DATE deliverables 

Figure 2 shows the relationships between the different deliverables of month M15. D3.2 sets 
the basic concepts for the rest of the deliverables due in M15 by describing the UP2DATE 
system architecture and update procedure. In particular, the high-level architecture of D3.2 
has implications in the monitoring architecture of D5.1. D3.1 evaluates the possible failures of 
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the update cycle proposed in D3.2 and produces a set of SASE properties that will influence 
the SASE metrics (D5.1) and in turn the definition of the contracts (D4.1).  

 

Figure 2: Relationships between deliverables of month M15. 

Concerning past deliverables, the present document is directly based on the platform 
selection and analysis discussed in D2.2.   
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3 BACKGROUND ON RUNTIME MONITORING 

In this chapter we perform a survey of the available monitoring techniques from both safety 
and security perspectives. We start by defining the context and the most relevant concepts by 
analysing related standards and then we proceed to a review of the state of the art. 

3.1 Safety monitoring 

From a safety standpoint, potential applications of runtime monitoring include testing, 
verification, error logging, real-time fault detection and reaction and maintenance/diagnosis 
procedures in the field. In the next two subsections we survey the implications of functional 
safety standards on the monitoring of the UP2DATE architecture and existing monitoring 
solutions. 

3.1.1 Functional safety standards 

Functional safety standards have the final objective of providing design methods to recollect 
evidence on the absence of unreasonable risk due to hazards caused by the malfunction of 
Electrical/Electronic/Programmable Electronic (E/E/PE) systems. In this process, IEC 61508 [2] 
and its child standards, like automotive ISO 26262 [3] or railway EN 5012x [4, 5], rely on 
different approaches for the management of deterministic design faults (i.e. systematic faults) 
and unpredictable hardware faults (i.e., random faults). The formers, systematic faults, are 
addressed by a safety lifecycle that defines the necessary activities to guarantee that they are 
duly mitigated or controlled in such a way that their contribution to the residual risk of the 
system is acceptably low. On the contrary, random faults can only be controlled at runtime 
with diagnostic mechanisms that are able to detect them to avoid hazardous situations. 

A key activity of the safety lifecycle to prevent systematic faults is testing. In fact, verification 
and validation activities are considered as the costliest development phases [6]. However, in 
emerging systems, process-oriented solutions cannot provide full evidence of the lack of 
residual faults due to uncertainties of the testing process and the unfeasibility to test all 
possible scenarios that may arise at system operation. In UP2DATE, this limitation is visible in 
two fronts: 

1. Mixed-criticality integration. Despite its benefits, mixed-criticality systems commonly 
involve more powerful platforms that provide higher performance at the cost of 
complexity (e.g., multicore), especially due to the low-level hardware-software 
interactions that occur in them. Functional safety standards require the verification of 
the predictability of behaviour in the time domain, which includes properties such as 
performance, resources, response time and worst-case execution time (IEC 61508-3 
7.9.2.14). They recommend determining the use of resources by each process and the 
distribution of demands under average and worst-case conditions (IEC-61508-7 
C.5.20/C.5.22). This is of special interest when it comes to mixed-criticality systems, 
where time predictability and resource sharing become the major challenges for 
guaranteeing the required independence. Standards recommend solutions based on 
deterministic scheduling methods supported by an upper estimation of execution time 
and program sequence and timing supervision units such as watchdogs. ISO 26262-11 
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section dedicated to multicores, warns about the fact that multicores are subject to 
timing faults and it highlights the importance of independence of execution by 
dedicated analyses and countermeasures such as, the specification of timing 
constraints and detection of timing requirement violations, doing an upper estimation 
of resources, evaluating the influence of hardware and software interactions and 
evaluating timing and execution failure modes. 

However, determining and verifying all these system properties at design-time is an 
arduous task that usually results in overly pessimistic upper bounds where many 
resources are wasted or in underestimations that cause interferences or deadline 
misses. In these situations, standards require the use of program sequence monitoring 
techniques (e.g., watchdogs; IEC 61508-7 A9, ISO 26262-5 Table D.8) to identify such 
conditions and avoid accidents by switching to a safe state before hazard activation. 
Accordingly, system safety is preserved by detecting timing violations at the expense 
of compromising system availability.  

2. Software updates. The flexibility brought by updatable systems challenges both 
certification and testing activities. This requires assessing the correctness of every 
single system variant that could result from updating individual parts of it, fact that 
makes the design space that needs to be tested soar. For instance, the possible 
mappings of applications to resources and the possible interactions among 
applications exponentially grow with the number of application variants. Standards 
require design methods that facilitate software modification, like modularity (IEC 
61508-3 7.4.2.4, 7.4.5.3) and recommend the use of techniques that detect residual 
software design faults during execution, such as failure assertion programming (IEC 
61508-3 Table A.2-3a).  

While each of the above topics involve a number of challenges per se, they are exacerbated 
when considering both together. For this reason, runtime monitoring can fill the gap 
uncovered by traditional verification by providing a means for detecting and reacting to faults 
or deviations from specification while the system is in operation. In this sense, standards 
already consider mechanisms for controlling faults revealed during execution in such a way 
that the safety-related system is tolerant against: 

▪ Residual design faults and random faults in the hardware. 

▪ Residual design faults in the software. 

▪ Failures caused by environmental influences. 

▪ Failures caused by operator mistakes. 

▪ Errors caused by the communication process. 

To this end, the standards provide a catalogue of diagnostic mechanisms for runtime fault 
detection, which shall be selected and implemented based on the target safety integrity level 
and diagnostic coverage of the technique. In addition, functional safety standards define the 
concept of process safety time as the time interval between dangerous failure occurrence and 
until the hazardous event is given. To avoid dangerous accidents, it is important that the safety 
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related system is capable to tolerate faults or to detect them and take an action to achieve or 
maintain a safe state in less time than the process safety time. This means that online tests 
shall be performed within a Diagnostic Test Interval (DTI) (IEC 61508) or Fault Tolerant Time 
Interval (FTTI) (ISO 26262) that permits dangerous fault detection and reaction within the 
process safety time. 

Common runtime fault detection approaches include self-checking (e.g., by a diverse 
monitor), redundancy (mainly to detect random hardware faults) and diversity (mainly for 
residual systematic faults). According to IEC 61508, fault detection shall be applied to the value 
domain and to the time domain on different levels which can include the physical level 
(temperature, voltage etc), logical (error detecting codes), functional (assertions) or external 
(plausibility checks). Often the value and time domains are combined, for instance by checking 
that a given I/O has changed its state at the expected time. 

Despite the variety of online diagnostic mechanisms provided by standards, they do not 
explicitly cover emerging high-performance heterogeneous embedded computing platforms 
such as MPSoCs. IEC 61508 (Part 7 C3.1) acknowledges that in complex systems, the efficiency 
of fault detection depends on the complexity of the interactions among the subsystems, which 
influences the propagation of faults. Additionally, ISO 26262-11 5.4.2.2 states that 
virtualization technologies are not typically able to prevent from or detect permanent and 
transient faults affecting multicore devices. For example, errors and interferences could be 
caused by low-level and hard to predict hardware/software interactions, such as, cache usage 
and coherency, access and internal behaviour of interconnect and parallel core execution [7]. 
In many Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) platforms, the internal details of these components 
are not fully disclosed by the processor manufacturer and therefore their analysis at design 
time is limited. This brings the need for applying runtime diagnostics at low system resource 
level and its interactions with software subsystems (instead of end-to-end measurements). 
The next subsection provides an overview of existing safety monitoring solutions that seek to 
address this challenge. 

3.1.2 Existing safety monitoring solutions for high-performance platforms 

As we have seen in the previous subsection, finer-grained metrics (e.g., cache usage, detailed 
shared resource utilization) are required to support the independence of execution arguments 
required by standards in high-performance heterogeneous multicore processors. 
Performance Monitoring Counters (PMC) are increasingly present in mainstream processors 
and they offer promising information for the required low-level analysis [8]. Although PMCs 
were traditionally intended to provide debugging support, in the last decade their use has 
been extended also to performance modelling and optimization and online platform 
monitoring; e.g., see [9] and references therein. In this context they are mainly used to assess 
hardware resource contention: several concurring tasks may attempt to access the same 
shared resources of a MPSoC at the same time, causing contention for those resources and 
leading to possible indeterminism [10, 11]. Especially in MPSoC platforms the interference 
complexity and the number of interference possibilities between independent applications 
has grown and could cause non-deterministic software behaviour [12]. A list of hardware 
techniques and software techniques based on scheduling that can be used to address this 
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problem can be found in [12]. In the following we concentrate on those that undertake a 
monitoring-based approach. 

In [13] a technique, called Contention Cycle Stack, to estimate the delays caused by contention 
of hardware resources in MPSoCs was proposed. A mechanism is created to extend 
performance monitoring counters to track specific events that allow estimating the 
contention delay that each task suffers from every contending task on every hardware shared 
resource. As pointed out in this work the selection of PMCs should be focused on contention 
interference effects, and thus only on the trackable events related to hardware shared 
resources. For instance, the following two counters are employed: the number of cycles a task 
is stalled due to inter-task interferences in the reorder buffer or the number of times memory 
load operations latencies exceed a user defined threshold (note that their availability depends 
on the specific hardware platform). 

The method proposed in [14] aims to limit bus contention caused by the interference of 
different bus masters on each other, by means of monitoring the number of accesses and 
denying the resource to a task when its number of accesses in a certain time window reaches 
a limit. In the context of the RECOMP project an approach was proposed that aims to bound 
the impact of this contention via the use of measurements to force worst-case scenario [15]. 

Yun et al. [16] and Nowotsch et al. [14] propose to use hardware performance counters to 
acquire information about applications runtime, such as cache hits and misses in real-time 
systems. Yun et al. use performance counters to get information on the memory accesses 
behaviour of threads to separate real-time and non-real-time threads. Their focus is on 
scheduling threads such that the influence of limiting non-real-time threads by their memory 
accesses is minimal. Nowotsch et al. [14] split the timing analysis into core-local timing and 
resource usage analysis and complement them with the computation of shared-resource 
interference delays. They supplement the offline analysis with runtime resource usage 
enforcement to bound the maximum inter-core interference. Using this approach, they 
efficiently compute a multicore Worst-Case Execution Time (WCET) and guarantee temporal 
and resource usage behaviour for hard real-time applications. 

Regarding cache, the interference problem is not related to contention alone. Indeed, the 
cache coherence mechanisms can cause delays in the read operation. Some examples of non-
monitoring techniques to tackle down this issue are: disable cache, disable cache coherence 
or cache partitioning. In [16] a monitoring-based solution is proposed: an Operating System 
(OS) scheduler directly monitors cache-misses of each core and dequeue/enqueue tasks based 
on the specified cache-miss budget over a period. A memory throttling mechanism is applied 
by limiting the memory request rate of each core. For example, if memory requests from a 
core exceeds a predefined value for a given duration of time, the proposed software memory 
controller delays the requests to maintain the predefined rate for the core. In this way, the 
level of allowed interference of each core can be limited. 

In terms of inter-core contention, Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) play the role of another 
core in the system. Depending on the actual implementation of the hardware and software of 
the target system, the GPU may share the last level cache with the CPUs (e.g. in the Raspberry 
Pi System-on-Chips or in AMD Accelerated Processing Units), or their last level caches may be 
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coherent with the last level caches of the CPUs (e.g. in ARM GPUs if the driver/user program 
uses this capability)[17]. Also, GPUs can share the memory bus, controller and DRAM with the 
CPUs. Moreover, as parallel systems, GPUs can face the same contention effects as a multicore 
CPU. However, the main difference is that the programming model of GPUs is homogeneous 
(all threads of a task execute the same code) and that they do not have coherence support. 
Therefore, these events do not count as contention if they are caused from the same task, but 
only in the case that multiple tasks are executed. 

Apart from hardware performance counters, monitoring solutions for safety critical systems 
include software metrics exposed by the operating system. For example, one of the most used 
software metrics provided by the operating system is the CPU utilization. CPU utilization is 
frequently used in the theoretical analysis of real-time systems based on the properties of the 
tasks executing in the system, e.g., period, deadline etc. There are certain tests, known as 
schedulability tests, which can be used to conclude whether a given set of tasks is schedulable, 
that is whether a feasible ordering of the tasks exists so that the timing properties of each task 
are satisfied. However, these tests provide only limited information. In particular, they only 
show the existence of a feasible schedule. Moreover, if tests fail, the result is inconclusive, 
that is there might be a feasible schedule. Since the actual runtime properties of the tasks are 
upper bound by their timing properties, the CPU utilization provided by the operating system 
is lower than the theoretically computed one. 

In addition of CPU utilization, the operating system can provide other software derived 
information of interest for the real-time behavior of the system. For example, it can provide 
the number interrupts experienced by the system, how many context switches have been 
performed and other information. In Linux based systems, such as the high-performance 
heterogeneous embedded platforms we consider in the project, this is information is either 
provided through the /proc virtual interface, which is typically parsed by userspace utilities 
such as top, vmstat, etc., or using the perf subsystem of the Linux kernel. 

The collected runtime information can be used to gain additional confidence on the 
performance or resource usage bounds determined in the design. Apart from limiting the 
contention at runtime, this can also serve to improve the design based on operation time 
evidence. Measurement-based timing analysis techniques usually rely on a limited number of 
design-time measurements to estimate the WCET. The authors in [18] propose the continuous 
online aggregation of timing measurements from system operation to improve the estimated 
bounds.  

Based on the review of the state of the art, Table 1 reports a list of resources that could 
potentially generate hardware contention conflicts which will be later contemplated for the 
definition of the safety metrics of UP2DATE. 
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Table 1: List of problems due to resource contention 

Resource Problem 

System bus 
• Contention by multiple cores. 

• Contention by other devices (IO, DMA, etc.). 

Memory bus and 
controller 

• Concurrent access. 

DRAM 
• Interleaved access by multiple cores causes address set-up delay. 

• Delay by memory refresh. 

Shared cache 

• Cache line eviction. 

• Contention due to concurrent access. 

• Coherency: Read delayed due to invalidated entry. 

• Coherency: Delay due to contention by coherency mechanism 
read requested by lower level cache. 

• Coherency: Contention by coherency mechanism on this level. 

Local cache 
• Coherency: Read delayed due to invalidated entry. 

• Coherency: Contention by coherency mechanism read. 

Addressable 
devices 

• Overhead of locking mechanism accessing the memory. 

• I/O Device state altered by other thread/application. 

• Interrupt routing overhead. 

• Contention on the addressable device - e.g. DMA, Interrupt 
controller, etc. 

• Synchronous access of other bus by the addressable device (e.g. 
DMA). 

 

3.2 Security monitoring 

Security monitoring is a wide topic in cyber-security, which is the process of collecting and 
analysing indicators of potential security malfunctions, threats, and incidents. In the next two 
subsections we survey the implications of security standards on the monitoring of the 
UP2DATE architecture and existing monitoring solutions. 

3.2.1 Security standards 

The IEC 62443 is the reference standard when it comes to industrial security. It defines the 
elements necessary to be addressed to establish a Cyber-security management system 
(CSMS). As part of this program, to be implemented and enforced by the asset owner, the 
following activities should be carried out: 

▪ Risk management and implementation 

▪ System development and maintenance 

▪ Incident planning and response 

Through these processes, the security risk of the system is managed by the execution of 
system maintenance activities. These activities may also be outsourced and carried out by 
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service providers. To this end, the continuous security monitoring of systems and components 
is essential. 

From a high-level perspective, systems shall be able to provide continuous monitoring 
capabilities (requirement SR 6.2 in IEC 62443-3-3). For this purpose, Intrusion Detection 
Systems (IDS) and Intrusion Prevention Systems (IPS) are widely used [19]. IDS/IPS data 
collection agents should be strategically deployed, commonly, at selected perimeter locations. 
These agents monitor and collect computer system activities and/or network traffic for signs 
of possible incidents. The collected data is usually sent to a central server, in which the raw 
data processing is accomplished, and different security attacks or unintentional errors and 
failures (i.e., wrong software update) may be identified. A threat detection engine may use 
already known attack signatures databases.  

Moreover, a security logging capability should also be implemented (requirement SR 2.8 in IEC 
62443-3-3). This mechanism should be able to record all events related to (but not limited to): 
request errors, control system events, backup and restores events or configuration changes 
(including software updates). All this information is usually sent to a Security Information and 
Events Management (SIEM) System. This data might also be used for advanced security 
threats and intrusions detections. 

Similarly, as stated by the IEC 62443-4-1, continuous monitoring features are also required for 
industrial components to detect and characterize, in a timely manner, security incidents. 
Requirements related to the handling of security-related issues are described in Practice 6. 
(IEC 62443-4-1). In addition, continuous and automated security evaluations shall be executed 
in each industrial component, where the enforced security policies and profiles are monitored. 
Through these audits, systems functionally erroneous and unsecure configurations are 
detected, for example open communication ports. All these monitoring features 
(intrusion/anomaly detections, logging, and automated compliance verification) are 
commonly managed through a centralized Security Operations Centre (SOC) unit, in which a 
SIEM is integrated. 

As far as software updates are concerned, in the development and testing phase of such 
change, the correct functional and non-functional behaviour shall be monitored and verified. 
It shall ensure that the patch does not introduce regressions in the system (requirement SUM-
1 in IEC 62443-4-1). 

3.2.2 Existing monitoring solutions oriented to industrial security 

This section provides an overview of existing solutions for industrial security monitoring, 
focusing on system anomaly detection related to software updates. For the monitoring, an 
asset inventory is firstly needed, which is used to keep track of all assets to be monitored and 
all associated threats and risks to be managed. 

Regarding logging, well-known logging mechanisms and formats (i.e., RFC 5424 [20]) are 
broadly used. Although designed for IT, this technology also suits for industrial security real-
time auditing procedures.   
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For the software update monitoring and fingerprinting, similar techniques employed for 
ransomware fingerprinting, which aim at detecting previously unknown worms and viruses, 
are used.  In the process of analysing and identifying new computer malware, a vulnerability 
signature is created [21]. Anomaly detection techniques, by means of identifying unexpected 
and unusual system patterns, are also used. In case of already distributed and/or speeded 
worms, multiple monitors can be deployed to detect the malware spread [22]. Different 
techniques for ransomware fingerprinting and anomaly detection exist, such as: system 
functional behaviour, traffic analysis and content inspection or performance monitoring. As 
claimed by S. Lee eta al. [23], efficient and accurate network monitoring and content 
inspection is essential to make sure that all systems operate as intended.  

For the network worms and viruses, the networking monitoring data, such as open ports and 
bandwidth, can be evaluated [21]: S. Singh et al. proposed the network address dispersion 
estimation as a technique to identify worms and viruses. For the computation of the 
dispersion, the source and destination IP addresses are analysed. Demilitarized Zone (DMZ)1 
traces might also be monitored and analysed for signature detection, as done in [22]. On the 
contrary, C. Kolbitsch et al. [24] proposed a different malware detection approach in which 
the information flows between the system calls and the malware is modelled. To this end, 
firstly, by means of a monitor, the system calls are captured, and behaviour graphs generated. 
Once the behaviour model is constructed, the program is continuously monitored, and its 
actual behaviour compared to with the previously generated model. Similarly, D. Yuxin et al. 
[25] use the dynamic taint analysis and graph-based techniques for malware detection. In this 
case, the Windows Application Programming Interface (API) system calls are monitored. The 
goal was to detect common malware behaviours. 

Online performance modelling and monitoring is vital to identify, detect and address 
performance issues, which may have a negative impact in the system. Indeed, as the time 
between new software releases gets significantly short, the problem of thoroughly evaluating 
the performance of an updated application further exacerbates [26]. A. Samir and C. Pahl [27, 
28] simulated fault injections corresponding with CPU stresses (infinite loops consuming all 
CPU), memory leaks (full memory utilization) and workloads (exhausting system resources). 
The goal of this activity was to evaluate the presented anomaly detection and prediction 
model to detect inconsistencies at runtime. Similarly, the experiments performed by H. Kang 
et al [29] were focused on CPU utilization, memory utilization, and system response time 
metrics. The authors proposed a Hidden Markov Model based anomaly and prediction model 
for edge cluster environments. In addition, O. Ibidunmoye et al [30] present a review of the 
performance anomaly detection and bottleneck identification (PADBI) problem and identify 
relevant research questions, challenges, contributions, trends and open issues. They highlight 
different types of commonly observed performance anomalies and bottlenecks in computing 
systems and conclude that existing PADBI systems operate based on one or more detection 
strategies and methods, being statistical and machine learning the two predominant ones in 
literature. 

 

1A DMZ is a perimeter network that protects an organization’s internal local-area network (LAN) from untrusted 
traffic. 
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H. Jayathilaka et al. [31, 32] propose a full-stack monitoring and analysis system for 
performance anomaly detection and bottleneck identification in cloud Platform-as-a-Service 
(PaaS) systems. The presented system, called Roots, tracks HTTP and HTTPS requests, and 
applies diverse multiple statistical methods to detect performance anomalies. For this 
purpose, Roots gathers logs and internal interfaces data, in which high-level metrics 
(throughput, incoming requests, latency) and PaaS invocations and durations. Moreover, a 
root cause analysis is performed to identify the performance anomaly root cause by 
monitoring and analysing workload and PaaS services data. The following data from the PaaS 
kernel invocations are also captured: 

▪ Timestamp 

▪ Source application 

▪ PaaS service invocation number 

▪ Request properties 

▪ Target kernel properties 

▪ Invocation execution time 

For the anomaly detection, anomaly detectors are deployed, which periodically analyse the 
collected information. When an anomaly is detected, an action listener is triggered by means 
of anomaly handlers, such as sending alert emails or displaying dashboard messages. Tuncer 
et al. [33] also proposed an online anomaly diagnosis framework, which leverages the already 
monitored performance and resource usage data to learn and detect the signatures of 
previously observed anomalies. The framework uses the tree-based machine learning 
techniques decision tree, random forest and adaptive boosting. Similarly, Agelastos et al. [34] 
propose a scalable infrastructure for continuous monitoring of large-scale computing systems 
and applications. The information they obtain on a system-wide basis to gain insight into 
system and application performance includes: 

▪ Network related information: Congestion, Delivered Bandwidth, Operating System 
Traffic Bandwidth, Average Packet Size, and Link Status. 

▪ Shared File System information (e.g. Lustre): Opens, Closes, Reads, Writes. 

▪ Memory related information: Current Free, Active. 

▪ CPU information: Utilization (user, sys, idle, wait). 
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4 OVERALL MONITORING STRATEGY AND ARCHITECTURE 

In the previous chapter we defined the context and the most relevant concepts related to 
SASE monitoring by providing an analysis of standards and scientific literature. Concerning the 
latter, the aim of the analysis is not replicating the results but understanding the relevant 
issues encountered in monitoring MPSoC applications, so that an adequate and sound solution 
is provided in our solution. Moreover, the only way to tackle down safety and security at the 
same time is starting from the very foundation of the monitoring system, that is by defining a 
strategy and architecture that take into account both aspects. The strategy is highly 
dependent on the purpose of the monitoring. The applications of runtime monitoring on 
UP2DATE have been defined in deliverable D3.2, based on the implications of software 
updates on the defined architecture, and the requirements of functional safety and security 
standards. As a summary, in UP2DATE the purpose of the monitoring can be classified as: (i) 
Update validation, (ii) Continuous safety monitoring, (iii) Continuous security monitoring and 
(iv) Design optimization. As each of these applications of the monitoring has different 
properties, we define the following four strategies: 

1. Runtime verification: for the first two objectives, that is, update validation and 
continuous safety monitoring, it will be checked that systems’ SASE properties meet 
their specification after deployment and that they are preserved after software 
updates (see Subsection 4.1.1). 

2. Security fingerprinting: the continuous security monitoring is based on the 
identification of unexpected and unusual system behaviour patterns. In contrast to 
previous approach, it may be the case where the system behaves according to its 
specification but with an unusual pattern that may reveal an anomaly. To this end, the 
monitoring will periodically compare system runtime behaviour with respect to an 
initial baseline model defined at design time (see Subsection 4.1.2).  

3. Automated vulnerability auditor: This agent is responsible for the automated 
vulnerability verification (see Subsection 4.1.3).  

4. Design optimization: the last approach will use the collected operation time data to 
improve the design and optimize resource usage (see Subsection 4.1.4). 

The four strategies are based on the collection of events that will serve to derive the SASE 
metrics, later explained in Section 6, and will be implemented by the monitoring architecture. 
The strategies correspond to both online and offline monitoring activities. Online monitoring 
refers to the set of tasks performed at runtime on the platform that allows a quick and 
deterministic response to detected anomalies. On the contrary the purpose of offline 
monitoring is to gather information and send it over to a remote server for automatic or 
manual inspection. Summing up, the SASE metrics will be examined either online (e.g., for 
runtime verification) or offline (for security fingerprinting and design optimization). Figure 3 
shows this general approach. Each of the strategies is further detailed in Subsection, 4.1. Then 
Subsection 4.2 presents the designed high-level architecture to implement these monitoring 
strategies through the different elements that compose it. 
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Figure 3: Overall monitoring strategy 

4.1 Strategy 

This subsection provides further details about each of the previously listed monitoring 
strategies. 

4.1.1 Runtime verification 

One of the applications of online monitoring on UP2DATE will be to verify, based on runtime 
information, that the system meets its specification before, during and after an update. To 
this end, the UP2DATE architecture will rely on a set of SASE contract and constraints that will 
be evaluated both before the update in a static way and then continuously at runtime. 
Therefore, the monitoring unit will have access to this specification in the form of SASE 
properties. SASE properties contain metadata that specifies the functional and non-functional 
requirements of the software module on the environment. Therefore, by checking that the 
software execution meets its SASE contracts and constraints at runtime, it can be guaranteed 
that the system meets its requirements and its integration to the rest of the system. We also 
refer to this type of runtime verification as contract/constraint monitors (CMON). 

As illustrated in Figure 4, contract/constraint monitors (CMON) can be derived from system 
specifications and therefore, they will follow the same horizontal and vertical philosophy as 
SASE properties: on the one hand, horizontal contract monitors, will check the composition of 
different software components; on the other hand, vertical platform constraint checks will 
assess the compatibility of the hardware and software configuration with the new update and 
will enforce the required pre-conditions for horizontal compatibility. CMONs use SASE metrics 
as a numerical indicator to measure the degree of satisfaction of the SASE properties they are 
meant to enforce.  
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Figure 4: Runtime verification strategy: contract monitors and safety guardians 

To this end, SASE properties need to be refined into low-level system resources and events by 
defining SASE metrics. For instance, constraint checks will work with the concept of resource 
capacity so that software components can be assigned a capacity of each resource available 
in the system. In providing this abstraction, it is required to define the relevant events that 
will provide meaningful resource usage information for each resource like buses, GPUs or 
caches. 

The low-level information provided by SASE metrics will also serve to control other non-
functional features, like contention caused by various software components running in 
parallel at the same time in the mixed-criticality gateway. For instance, in a given design, it 
may be necessary to limit the resource usage of a partition to contain the propagation of faults 
from one partition to others. This will be done by safety guardian services that compare the 
metrics (e.g., number of cache misses) with design thresholds and take an action whenever 
the threshold is exceeded. This monitoring shall be done right after the execution of an 
update, in order to validate the correctness of the new software version and its integration 
with the rest of the system. In addition, the monitoring of safety properties shall also be done 
periodically at every Diagnostic Test Interval (DTI). Indeed, any deviation from system 
specification would mean that there is a system failure that, in the case of safety-critical 
systems, could lead to dangerous accidents and therefore it shall be detected before the 
hazardous event takes place. Therefore, it is critical that these failures are detected before the 
process safety time and hence this shall be done by online monitoring at runtime. 

4.1.2 Security Fingerprinting 

Security fingerprinting is devoted to the detection of performance anomalies that could result 
for instance, from malicious code installation during an update. It should be confirmed that 
the software update does not contradict the system reliability and operability features. For 
this purpose, the system is monitored in two phases, following the approach presented in [26]. 
Firstly, at design time and before the software update, an initial system fingerprinting, i.e. 
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profiling, is performed based on execution measurements on the final system. This profile will 
provide an initial system baseline model. Secondly, at runtime and after update deployment, 
a new operation time profile will be obtained and compared to the initial one to ensure that 
it follows its expected behaviour profile and that therefore, the update does not introduce 
regressions. Based on the result of the comparison, an action can be taken (like raising an 
alarm or stopping the system). Figure 5 shows the described process. 

 
Figure 5: Example of security fingerprinting process 

The relevant metrics for this fingerprinting are later defined in Section 6, based on the SASE 
properties identified in D3.1. The literature review previously presented in Section 3.2.2 
reports the required observations that will be collected by the event recorders in the different 
partitions or end-devices, and then gathered and when needed processed by the event 
collection and processing in the gateway. Statistics based on safety related resulting metrics 
will be used for the fingerprinting too. Indeed, they can be used to gain information on system 
health and they come with no additional effort, since they are already monitored for safety 
reasons. 

On a more technical level, the monitoring data will be collected locally by the Monitoring 
Partition (see D3.1) and then will be sent to a remote server for analysis using an infrastructure 
based on Pandora FMS, as it will be discussed in Section 4.2.4. 

4.1.3 Automated vulnerability auditor  

The automated vulnerability auditor is an agent integrated within the system that is used to 
identify software flaws, vulnerabilities, and security-related misconfigurations. While security 
fingerprinting looks for system anomalies based on system performance, the auditor checks 
for vulnerabilities and misconfigurations. The Security Content Automation Protocol (SCAP) 
[35] is a group of standards defined by the National Institute of Standards and Technology 
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(NIST) that enable the automated vulnerability management, measurement, and policy 
compliance evaluations .  

The auditor scans and checks (periodically or upon request) the system for vulnerabilities. To 
this end, the Open Vulnerability and Assessment Language (OVAL) specifications integrated 
by SCAP are used [35]. This process defines how the testing and verification analysis of the 
system is performed, checking the presence of specific vulnerability, misconfiguration, or 
patch state. Figure 6 shows the workflow and operation of the vulnerability auditor. 

 

Figure 6: Workflow and operation of the vulnerability auditor. 

The automated vulnerability management system identifies, for example by consulting public 
vulnerabilities databases, such as the National Vulnerability Database (NVD) [36], all possible 
public vulnerabilities which might be present in the system. To this end, the information 
stored in the asset inventory might be used. A security checklist is then created and sent to 
the system. Once the scan is carried out by the auditor, a security report is obtained, 
enumerating all detected vulnerabilities and weaknesses, including a global compliance score. 

As specified by SCAP, all vulnerabilities are enumerated by using common identifiers, denoted 
by the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) reference system. In addition, such 
vulnerabilities are classified according to the Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) 
[37], which is used to assess the severity of such security vulnerabilities. For the assessment, 
in which a scoring between 0 and 10 is computed, different metrics are used, which are divided 
into the following areas: 

▪ Base score: Basic vulnerability characteristics, independent from the temporal and 
environmental scores. At this point, the exploitability properties of the vulnerability 
are evaluated, and the impact is determined in terms of confidentiality, integrity and 
availability. The exploitability properties are a set defined in CVSS which 
describe/model how easy is to exploit such vulnerability 
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▪ Temporal score: Characteristics of the vulnerability which are subjected to changes, 
for example, the exploit maturity and the level of the remediation, such as available 
software patches. 

▪ Environmental score: These metrics consider the security requirements of the users 
and the context in which the vulnerability is detected. 

4.1.4 Design optimization 

In this last approach, the information collected during operation is sent to the server to assess 
there, whether tasks are using their optimize timing or Energy, Power and Temperature (EPT) 
budget among others. The complexity of software functions and hardware used in emerging 
mixed-criticality cyber-physical systems is creating significant issues for an efficient design and 
guaranteeing a comprehensive testing of all possible conditions that can arise at operation 
time. Software timing verification is a clear example of the limitations of the current 
development process in this sense: timing behaviour cannot be verified to a sufficient extent 
with end-to-end measurements due to complex interactions among hardware resources [8]. 
For this reason, safety is usually preserved by increasing pessimism. A common industry 
practice is measuring the execution time of a number of tests during system design and then 
adding a conservative safety margin, typically 20% of the maximum observed value in the 
avionics domain [38]. While the intend of the safety margin is to compensate for the 
uncertainties of the testing process, complex hardware complicates the selection and 
justification of a suitable margin (which is qualitative and based on previous practice rather 
than quantitative). 

Therefore, runtime information provides very valuable and reliable feedback on whether 
derived bounds are over- or under-estimated. This information will be obtained by event 
monitors that capture the exact execution conditions in which the task is executed, as 
opposed to the pessimistic ones created during system tests at design time. This information 
will be analysed offline in the server and will be used to optimize the non-functional properties 
of the applications (e.g., timing, energy consumption) by adapting the system design and the 
value of associated SASE properties (for both constraints and contracts).  

This process matches well with the recently proposed DevOps software development practice 
that combines software development (Dev) and operations (Ops) to shorten the system 
development cycle [39]. In the proposed approach depicted in Figure 7, every software update 
is preceded by a Design Phase (DPi) in which the required assessments are performed on the 
validity of the update. In case it is accepted, in the next Operation Phase (OPi) the system will 
deploy the software update. Note the concurrent nature of the phases: the design phase DPi 
+ 1 is carried out during the execution of OPi, with the continuous feedback from the 
application and platform states. 
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Figure 7: Iterative Design – Operation procedure 

4.2 Architecture design 

The overall system architecture of UP2DATE is defined in D3.2. Here we refine it with specific 
tools for monitoring activities. As defined in D3.2 and shown previously in Figure 3, the 
monitoring architecture is composed by the elements depicted in next figure and explained in 
following subsections: 

▪ Event recorder. 

▪ Event collection and processing. 

▪ Runtime Verification. 

▪ Monitoring Agent and Data Preparation (Offline Monitoring for both security 
fingerprinting and resource optimization). 

▪ Security Auditor. 

This is illustrated in Figure 8 and explained in the next two subsections, where specific design 
decisions and tools are justified. Notice that the architecture is implemented as a whole only 
on the UP2DATE Gateway, which is a high-performance MPSoC that runs mixed-criticality 
applications. Concerning the end-devices, only the event recorder will be integrated, which 
will transmit the information to the gateway. Indeed, due to their resource limitation and 
since they do not have mixed-criticality implications, a more lightweight monitoring can be 
implemented there, only for update validation.  
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Figure 8: Monitoring architecture implementation 
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4.2.1 Event recorder 

Event recorders are small agents which obtain monitoring information from various points in 
the system as shown in Figure 8. Safety monitoring is performed online at a very fine 
granularity, e.g., the at job activation of each safety/real-time task. Since the implementation 
of a real-time process can greatly vary from application to application and from one (RT)OS to 
another, we decided to use a manual instrumentation procedure of the safety applications by 
the end user/developer. In this way, specific calls to our UP2DATE middleware will be inserted 
at the beginning and the end of each job activation of task. Then the difference between the 
recorded events is computed and transmitted to the monitoring partition. Consequently, the 
safety related tasks are aware that are being monitored. The specific events that are 
monitored are obtained directly from hardware events collected by performance monitoring 
counters. These events are related to the information which is essential for the correct timing 
execution of the safety-related task, namely the time and the events which can affect the 
execution time of the task or other tasks, i.e. related to contention as identified in Table 1 and 
in accordance to the state of the art monitoring approaches for safety which have been 
presented earlier in Section 3.1.2. Note that since this process is performed very frequently, 
it’s overhead needs to be minimised and for this reason, we have to rely only on a limited 
number of events. 

On the other hand, for non-safety related tasks (i.e., everything else running in the system) 
we do not need to collect fine-grained information nor for each task individually, unless there 
is a security incident in the system and there is a need to identify the source of the problem. 
For this reason, the event recorder agents for security are independent from each task, and 
they are collecting aggregate values for the entire subsystem where the recorder is placed. 
For example, for the entire partition or the entire system in the case of the hypervisor. Unlike 
safety monitoring, for security we collect a much greater number of events, not only limited 
to the hardware events provided by performance counters, but also software events exposed 
by the operating system such as CPU or network usage following best security practices. 

In Chapter 5, we provide more details about the particular technologies we rely upon for the 
implementation of the event recorders for hardware performance counters or software 
events. 

4.2.2 Event collection and processing 

The main goal of this element of the architecture is to gather the recorded data and to 
organise it in meaningful SASE metrics. As already discussed, the event recorders transmit the 
collected information to the online monitoring partition, which is executed on the gateway, 
both in the case of the gateway partitions as well as for the tasks executed in the end-devices.  

For the case of the partitions running on the gateway, since the events are collected in 
different partitions, we need to employ a method of inter-partition communication. We have 
identified two different methods which can be used: shared memory and virtual networking. 
Shared memory allows to define a memory region of a predefined size, which is common 
between two partitions, or between a partition and the hypervisor. On the other hand, virtual 
networking allows the partition to communicate through a networking protocol such as 
TCP/IP, through a virtual network interface. This mechanism provides to each partition the 
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illusion that is executed in a different machine. We have analysed both approaches in order 
to select the most appropriate solution for our needs. 

The shared memory approach provides the simplest and lowest overhead way to 
communicate, since it does not involve any particular actions from the hypervisor. Thanks to 
this, shared memory can be applied even in bare metal partitions, which is among the possible 
options we have identified for safety-related applications. For this reason, we decided to use 
this approach for safety monitoring. In order to communicate over shared memory, we need 
to define a custom communication protocol between the producer (recorder) and the 
consumer (monitoring partition). Since timing is critical for safety tasks, we do not want to 
introduce timing overhead for the synchronisation between the two. For this reason, we have 
decided to implement a synchronisation free communication protocol. The shared memory 
region is used as a circular buffer of fixed size entries, each of which contains the safety related 
PMCs we collect. The producer fills the buffer with the obtained PMC information which 
include the timestamp of the collected data. Once the buffer is full, old data overwrite older 
entries. The monitoring partition reads the data with the same rate that they are generated 
from each producer. For each acquisition, it continues reading until the timestamp of the last 
entry is smaller, which indicates that we have reached the end of the buffer, and always 
continues reading from the last position. Since both the producer and consumer work in the 
same frequency but without synchronisation, under normal circumstances the values 
obtained from the consumer correspond either to the latest produced value or the previous 
one. In the case that the producer is stopped, e.g. in the case of an update, the data persist in 
memory, so that when the partition is back and running, it can continue writing from the last 
position. 

The networking solution requires a handshake between the two communicating parties which 
increases the latency of establishing the communication. Moreover, even if we could achieve 
as low latency as the task activation frequency of the safety tasks, any packet lost or received 
out of order for any reason could affect the fine-grained monitoring. In addition, for cases like 
the partition update when one of the partitions is stopped, the connection is not persistent, 
which would complicate the overall fine-grained event collection. However, when the 
communication is more coarse-grained, such as in the case of offline monitoring, the virtual 
networking communication fits well.  

In the case of end-devices, again we need a different solution. For safety, as we have explained 
we need fine grained monitoring, at the rate of the task activation of tasks. Consequently, it 
is not possible to transmit this data over the network with low latency to the gateway 
platform, and the size of the generated and transmitted data would be prohibitive. For this 
reason, safety data for end-devices are only transmitted to the gateway in coarse grained 
periods. 

4.2.3 Runtime verification 

As explained in Section 4.1.1, during the system operation we perform runtime verification. 
First, we need to check the validity of the SASE properties, which is achieved through the use 
of contract and constraint monitors, and second, that there is no partition which does not 
adhere to its assigned budget allocation during the design phase, using the safety guardian 
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services. In the gateway platform, this task is performed by the online monitoring partition. 
Since this partition needs to process the data of each of the safety tasks in the system and in 
case of an anomaly to issue a corrective action through the safety guardian services, it is 
subject to real-time requirements. As we explained in the previous subsection, the monitoring 
partition performs the collection at the same rate that they are generated. For this reason, 
the monitoring partition will either feature a real-time operating system or will be 
implemented as a baremetal application. 

It is important to note that the design and implementation of contract and constraint monitors 
belongs to WP4. The WP5 activity related to guardian services did not start yet, so its progress 
will be reported in next version of the monitoring and controllability report (D5.2). 

4.2.4 Monitoring agent and data preparation 

As explained in Sections 4.1.2 and 4.1.4, security fingerprinting and design optimisation are 
performed by a server that collects information and then processes it to determine the state 
of the monitored platforms. The quantity of variables to collect and the number of possible 
platforms can both be in the order of hundreds. Moreover, the information should travel 
through a secure channel from the platforms to the server. All of this requires an infrastructure 
able to gather the monitoring data locally on the platform but that also provides secure 
communication and the possibility to organise, visualise and process data on the server side. 
Many IT monitoring tools exist to accomplish these tasks, proprietary ones (i.e. SolarWinds 
Server & Application Monitor (SAM) by SolarWinds, VMware vRealize Operation by VMware) 
or open-source ones, such as Zabbix [40], Nagios [41], or Pandora FMS [42]. Zabbix, Nagios 
and Pandora FMS all offer similar features. In the context of UP2DATE, we selected Pandora 
FMS due to four main reasons: 

▪ Simple configuration and usability. 

▪ Alignment with IT security standards. 

▪ Prior experience at Ikerlan. 

▪ As an open-source software is more suited for research purposes. 

Pandora FMS is an open-source software for monitoring computer networks, to make sure 
that the required system is up and working as expected. This framework, which is currently 
used by many organizations, such as Toshiba [43], Rakuten [44] or Telefonica, is aligned with 
the ISO 27001 [45] and the Spanish National Security Framework (in Spanish: Esquema 
Nacional de Seguridad) [46] security standards. To this end, a secure deployment of the 
Pandora FMS framework is needed. This framework enables the IT infrastructure monitoring 
and incident response [47]. 

Pandora FMS, as well as other monitoring tools, has two components: a server-side 
application and an agent, which shall be installed in the monitored system. In the UP2DATE 
architecture we allocate the agent to a specific partition; see Figure 8. In this way we can 
separate the online monitoring tasks, which should be performed in real-time, from the offline 
monitoring ones. Indeed, the agent is a precompiled application that cannot be executed with 
real-time constraints. Furthermore, any data pre-processing activity prior to sending data to 
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the server (e.g.: averaging, filtering, etc.) can be performed without hard timing constraints. 
Therefore, the online monitoring partition needs to transmit the data to the offline monitoring 
partition first. This is done by sharing text files on a shared directory exposed to both partitions 
by the hypervisor. This choice simplifies the creation of the tasks run by the Pandora FMS 
agent to read and send data. 

4.2.5 Security auditing 

When it comes to the security auditing tools, two main candidates are identified: Lynis [48] 
and OpenSCAP [49]. On the one hand, Lynis is a security auditing tool for Unix-like operating 
systems, used by system administrators, security auditors and penetration testers. 
Nevertheless, the tool does not provide (in the free version) any formatted and/or user-
friendly results. A web interface and a dashboard are offered in the enterprise version. On the 
other hand, OpenSCAP is a SCAP compliant tool which was developed by Red Hat inc. and it is 
certified then by NIST. OpenSCAP provides a sound and complete auditing solution, which 
might also be used for other non-Unix systems and industrial systems [50]. In fact, SCAP 
specifications are used by Security Operation Centres, for example Wazuh, to perform 
continuous security assessments. 

In the context of defining a general monitoring strategy for UP2DATE, the IDS/IPS technology 
is not considered, due to the reason that the environment where the system is deployed in 
not known beforehand, neither the environmental security assumptions and conditions, and 
therefore, it is not possible to properly define the indicators of compromise and train the 
threat detection analytics and rules engine (including processing and data analytics 
algorithms). In other words, it is not possible to determine the profile of an attacker without 
being aware of the final application of the system and the operation environment. The data 
collection is usually accomplished by dedicated and specialized security devices and tools, 
often referred as virtual sensors. Neither will IDS/IPS be integrated into the UP2DATE use 
cases, since the effort they require would be too high compared to the foreseen research 
results. 
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5 EVENT RECORDING 

This chapter provides a discussion on the technical means that can be used to observe 
hardware and software events. As already discussed earlier in this document, state of the art 
solutions use performance monitoring counters as well as other software monitoring 
mechanisms for safety and security monitoring. Moreover, as we described in D2.2, we plan 
to base the solutions we are going to develop in UP2DATE over the same technologies. In this 
chapter, we are going to describe in deeper detail our work in this domain, specifically 
regarding Task 5.1. 

The following subsections are organised as follows. First, we start with an introduction about 
the low-level facilities which are used for monitoring; next, we present a theoretical analysis 
for the first of the platform we have selected in WP2 (NVIDIA Jetson Xavier); after that, we 
discuss which software tools will be used in order to implement the tracing mechanisms for 
monitoring and some preliminary results of their evaluation/characterisation are provided. 

5.1 Background on low-level monitoring facilities 

Hardware performance counters are facilities implemented as a part of the hardware design, 
which allows to get insights about the events taking place during the execution. At the lowest 
level, performance counters implement physical registers which hold the values which are 
getting counted. Whenever an event of interest occurs, the value of the counter is increased.  

Modern processors expose an increasing number of possible events which can be tracked, 
whose magnitude is in the order of the hundreds. However, it is practically impossible to 
implement all of them in silicon, since this would mean that a large part of the chip area would 
be devoted to the monitoring infrastructure. For this reason, processors support a limited 
number of physical performance counter registers, which are time multiplexed when more 
events than the ones supported by the hardware are needed to be tracked. This however can 
decrease the accuracy of the obtained results, while it increases the complexity of the 
software layer required to read the performance counter values.  

In the analysis we present in the next sections we identify the particular events which are 
exposed by the hardware of the ARMv8 architecture and the NVIDIA Xavier through a 
theoretical analysis based on hardware manuals. Moreover, we identify experimentally the 
number of physical performance counters that are supported in each architecture, since this 
affects the events that can be measured concurrently as well as their accuracy. 

In addition to the hardware registers available in the systems, these events are exposed using 
software facilities built in operating systems. In particular, performance counters are usually 
accessed from a privileged processor mode, mainly for security reasons, i.e. to prevent 
observing information about the execution of a specific task, which can be used for covert 
timing channel attacks [51] or in order to ensure that multiple processes can use the 
performance counters in shared but reliable way. Each operating system offers its own specific 
interface to expose performance counter measurements as well as software events. In the 
analysis presented in this chapter we cover this fact too and we take a step further by 
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performing a mapping between the events that are available in the hardware and the ones 
exposed by software. Next, we list a selection of the available events that can be used in higher 
level metrics, e.g. to quantifying contention, as identified in Table 1. Moreover, based on our 
experimentation we identify which events are trustworthy and we verify their accuracy and 
overhead, so that they can be used for safety and security. 

The discussion in this chapter is limited to the description of the tools that can be used to 
obtain the events. In the next deliverables (D5.2 and D5.3) we will define a software 
middleware on top of these tools.  

5.2 Theoretical evaluation of available events 

As we have already mentioned, the first step we performed in our analysis is the study of the 
performance events which are available in the target platforms. The main source of 
information for this type of analysis are processor manuals.  

Recall from D2.2 that the UP2DATE target platforms are the following: NVIDIA Xavier [52], 
Xilinx Zynq Ultrascale+ [53], Renesas RCAR H3 [54], and Aurix Tricore [55]. Also in D2.2, we 
identified that all these platforms support the necessary facility of hardware performance 
counters. Obviously, it is not possible to perform the analysis of all target platforms at this 
early stage of task T5.1, which spans from M7 to M27. For this reason, the platform specific 
analysis is going to be performed gradually and its progress is going to be included in the 
subsequent deliverables (D5.2 and D5.3) as mentioned in the introduction of this document. 
However, several UP2DATE platforms share common characteristics, which gives us 
confidence that the analysis performed for some of them will be able to be adapted for the 
rest and that our solutions are generic enough. For example, the three platforms NVIDIA 
Xavier, Xilinx Zynq Ultrascale+, Renesas RCAR H3 are based on ARM architectures, compliant 
with the ARMv8 specification. Therefore, the theoretical evaluation is valid for all of them, and 
only needs to be differentiated in the experimental part, which will be repeated for each 
platform in the next stages of the project. In a similar way, all these platforms are Linux based, 
which means that they share the same software facility (perf and PAPI), which again provides 
a reusable basis for our analysis and the development of our monitoring middleware. 

5.2.1 ARMv8 Performance Monitoring 

The ARMv8 architecture defines an optional extension of the base architecture, known as the 
Performance Monitors Extension, which consist of 2-31 32-bit or 64-bit event counters and a 
64-bit cycle counter. Typically, most implementations contain 6 hardware event counters, 
however this information is not provided by the manufacturer and can only be experimentally 
validated. The counters can be configured to generate an interrupt when an overflow occurs. 
Although each of the event counters is independent of the others, our experimentation has 
revealed that certain configurations are not possible, as we explain later in the document. 

Our analysis is based on the latest ARM Architecture Reference Manual Armv8, for Armv8-A 
architecture profile, version F.c. released in July 2020 [56], which covers the specification of 
all ARMv8 versions up to the initial ARMv8.6 EAC release. This way, we ensure that our analysis 
covers all the state-of-the-art ARM implementations. However, note that existing hardware 
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implementations of ARMv8 processors implement older versions of the specification. In 
particular, the 3 ARMv8 -based UP2DATE platforms implement ARMv8.1 and ARMv8.2. 

In Table 2, we present a complete list of all the performance counters that are supported in 
the ARM v8 Architecture. 

Table 2: ARM v8 Performance Counters 

Counter Description Type 
System 
Register 

Offset 

PMEVCNTR<n>_EL0 
Performance Monitors Event Count Registers 
Holds event counter n, which counts events, 

where n is 0 to 30. 
RW Yes 0x000+8n 

PMCCNTR_EL0[31:0] 
PMCCNTR_EL0[63:32] 

Performance Monitors Cycle Counter Register RW Yes 
0x0F8 
0x0FC 

PMPCSR[31:0]b Program Counter Sample Register, bits[31:0] RW No 0x200 

PMPCSR[63:32]b Program Counter Sample Register, bits[63:32] RW No 0x204 

PMCID1SRb CONTEXTIDR_EL1 Sample Register RW No 0x208 

PMVIDSRb VMID Sample Register RW No 0x20C 

PMPCSR[31:0]b Program Counter Sample Register, bits[31:0], alias RW No 0x220 

PMPCSR[63:32]b 
Program Counter Sample Register, bits[63:32], 

alias 
RW No 0x224 

PMCID1SRb CONTEXTIDR_EL1 Sample Register (alias) RW No 0x248 

PMCID2SRb CONTEXTIDR_EL2 Sample Register RW No 0x22C 

PMEVTYPER<n>_EL0 
Performance Monitors Event Type and Filter 

Register 
RW Yes 0x400+4n 

PMCCFILTR_EL0 
Performance Monitors Cycle Counter Filter 

Register 
RW Yes 0x47C 

PMCNTENSET_EL0 Performance Monitors Count Enable Set register RW Yes 0xC00 

PMCNTENCLR_EL0 
Performance Monitors Count Enable Clear 

register 
RW Yes 0xC20 

PMINTENSET_EL1 
Performance Monitors Interrupt Enable Set 

register 
RW Yes 0xC40 

PMINTENCLR_EL1 
Performance Monitors Interrupt Enable Clear 

register 
RW Yes 0xC60 

PMOVSCLR_EL0 
Performance Monitors Overflow Flag Status Clear 

register 
RW Yes 0xC80 

PMSWINC_EL0 
Performance Monitors Software Increment 

register 
WO Yes 0xCA0 

PMOVSSET_EL0 
Performance Monitors Overflow Flag Status Set 

register 
RW Yes 0xCC0 

PMCFGR Performance Monitors Configuration Register RO No 0xE00 

PMCR_EL0 Performance Monitors Control Register RW Yes 0xE04 

PMCEID0 
Performance Monitors Common Event 

Identification register 0 
RO Yes 0xE20 

PMCEID1 
Performance Monitors Common Event 

Identification register 1 
RO Yes 0xE24 

PMCEID2 
Performance Monitors Common Event 

Identification register 2 
RO Yes 0xE28 

PMCEID3 
Performance Monitors Common Event 

Identification register 3 
RO Yes 0xE2C 

PMITCTRLc Integration Model Control registers RW NO 0xF00 

PMDEVAFF0c/ 
PMDEVAFF1c 

Device Affinity registers RO NO 
0xFA8/ 
0xFAC 

PMLARc, d Lock Access register WO NO 0xFB0 

PMLSRc, d Lock Status register RO NO 0xFB4 

PMAUTHSTATUSc Authentication Status register RO NO 0xFB8 

PMDEVARCHc Device Architecture register RO NO 0xFBC 
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Counter Description Type 
System 
Register 

Offset 

PMDEVIDb Performance Monitors Device ID register RO NO 0xFC8 

PMDEVTYPEc Device Type register RO NO 0xFCC 

PMPIDR0-4 Peripheral ID registers RO NO 0xFE0-FD0 

PMCIDR0-3 Component ID registers RO NO 0xFF0-FFC 

 
As we can see in Table 2 the architecture contains several memory mapped registers which 
are accessed adding the offset (last column) to a base address corresponding to the 
Performance Monitoring Unit. These registers are used to control the performance monitoring 
unit at the lowest possible level, such as selecting which events are going to be counted or 
whether an interrupt will be generated on overflow. In order to control the monitoring 
functionality, some of these performance counters are writable (ie. indicated as RW or WO – 
read-write and write-only respectively in Table 2). By doing so, we can enable the performance 
counters to count specific hardware/architectural events. Other registers are read-only (RO) 
since they provide information about the PMU, e.g. which performance events are supported 
by the hardware implementation. Also, some of the registers are only accessible from the 
system (system register “yes”), while others are accessible also from the userspace (system 
register “no”). 

The common architectural events which are supported by the hardware are discovered 
through software using the following performance counters: PMCEID0_EL0 and PMCEID1_EL0 
registers in AArch64 state, and PMCEID0, PMCEID1, PMCEID2, and PMCEID3 registers in AArch32 
state. The most important counters from the previous table are the PMEVCNTR<n>_EL0 which 
can be programmed to count several hundreds of different performance counter events. 
Some of the defined events are required to be implemented by any processor implementing 
the optional extension, while others are simply recommended by ARM. Finally, there are 
implementation defined events which can be used by each manufacturer. This is because the 
ARM specification is defined by ARM itself, but ARM compliant CPUs can be designed other 
manufacturers too, e.g. NVIDIA, which is the case in Carmel cores found in the NVIDIA Xavier. 
In the latter case, the manufacturer, i.e. NVIDIA, can select to implement additional counters 
for events that it are not defined by ARM in their specification. 

Next, we examine an example of how to use the counters [32]. The use case given below only 
measures the performance monitoring data for a finite length code section. As a result, we do 
not expect any of the counters to overflow. No polling/interrupt based mechanism is 
provided. In this example, two API calls are used - read_register() and write_register(), to 
access the performance monitors register. The user can implement it in their environment 
appropriately. Assuming another API call - is_evnt_supported() to be present, which takes the 
event number as input and reports whether it is supported or not after checking the common 
event identification registers - PMCEID0/1. 

The events enabled and counted are limited by the number of event counters. In case N event 
counters are implemented, only the first N enabled events are profiled. The code can be easily 
enhanced to profile a list of events specified by the user. A setup code first needs to be run in 
order to record few implementation specific parameters which will later be used to start and 
stop counting. 
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// Pseudo code for setup 

pmcr_val       = read_register(PMCR) 

num_evnt_cntrs = (pmcr_val >> 11) & 0x1F 

if (num_evnt_cntrs == 0) 

{   print "Only cycle counter implemented" } 

else 

{   pmceid0_val = read_register(PMCEID0) 

    pmceid1_val = read_register(PMCEID1)} 

 

// Enable user mode access of performance monitoring 

// registers in case the user wants to access it from 

// EL0 

pmuserenr_val = read_register(PMUSERENR) 

write_register(PMUSERENR, pmuserenr_val | 0xD) 
 

This piece of code needs to be run before the start of the instruction stream which needs to 
be profiled for the performance monitoring data. 

// Pseudo code for starting the counting 

i = 0 

for (j = 0; j < 64; j++) 

{ 

    if (i >= num_evnt_cntrs) 

        break 

 

    if (is_evnt_supported(j) == true) 

    { 

        write_register(PMSELR, i++) 

        write_register(PMEVTYPER, 0x8000000 | j) 

    } 

} 

write_register(PMCCFILTR, 0x8000000) 

 

// Set the bitmask in PMCNTENSET to enable cycle 

// counter and all the implemented event counters 

write_register(PMCNTENSET, 0x80000000 | ((0x1 << num_evnt_cntrs) - 1)) 

 

// Start counting by setting PMCR.E after clearing all the 

// counters by setting PMCR.P and PMCR.C 

pmcr_val = read_register(PMCR) 

write_register(pmcr_val | 0x7) 

 

This piece of code needs to be run just after the end of the instruction stream. This will stop 
the counting and the counters can be read and recorded afterwards. 

// Pseudo code for stopping the counting 

 

// Stop counting by resetting PMCR.E and writing the 
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// bitmask in PMCNTENCLR to disable cycle counter and 

// all the implemented event counters 

write_register(PMCNTENCLR, 0x80000000 | ((0x1 << num_evnt_cntrs) - 1)) 

pmcr_val = read_register(PMCR) 

write_register(PMCR, pmcr_val & ~0x7) 

 

pmue_ccntr = read_register(PMCCNTR) 

print "CPU Cycle Counter: %x", pmue_ccntr 

 

i = 0 

for (j = 0; j < 64; j++) 

{ 

    if (i >= num_evnt_cntrs) 

        break 

 

    if (is_evnt_supported(j) == true) 

    { 

        write_register(PMSELR, i++) 

        pmue_evcntr = read_register(PMXEVCNTR) 

        print "PMU Event Number %d Counter: %x", j, pmue_evcntr 

    } 

} 

 

The vast number of events available in the specification can be appreciated by considering 
that the original ARMv8.0 specification used 10-bit for encoding, while the ARMv8.1 increased 
these bits to 16. 

The distribution of the event numbers is shown in Table 3. 

Table 3: Event Numbers distribution in ARMv8 specification. 

Valid for Specification Event Range Description 

All ARMv8 0x0000-0x003F 
Common architectural and 
microarchitectural events 

All ARMv8 0x0040-0x00BF 
Arm-recommended common architectural 

and microarchitectural events 

All ARMv8 0x00C0-0x03FF Implementation defined events 

ARMv8.1 and above 0x0400-0x3FFF Implementation defined events 

ARMv8.1 and above 0x4000-0x403F 
Common architectural and 
microarchitectural events 

ARMv8.1 and above 0x4040-0x40BF 
Arm-recommended common architectural 

and microarchitectural events 

ARMv8.1 and above 0x40C0-0x7FFF Implementation defined events 

ARMv8.1 and above 0x8000-0x80FF 
Common architectural and 
microarchitectural events 

ARMv8.6 and above 0x8100-0x81FF 
Previously Reserved. From Armv8.6m 

Common architectural and 
microarchitectural events. 

ARMv8.1 and above 0x8200-0xC0BF Reserved 

ARMv8.1 and above 0xC0C0-0xFFFF Implementation defined events 
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Since it is impossible to list all the events in this document, we have performed a selection of 
the most interesting ones from safety and security perspective according to the preliminary 
set of SASE properties defined in Table 11 in Section 6.7, which are listed in the following table: 

Table 4: Possible Architectural Events discoverable through the ARMv8 Performance Counters. 

Event Number Event Mnemonic Description 

0x0000 SW_INCR 
Instruction architecturally executed, 
Condition code check pass, software 

increment 

0x0001 L1I_CACHE_REFILL Level 1 instruction cache refill 

0x0002 L1I_TLB_REFILL 
Attributable Level 1 instruction TLB 

refill 

0x0003 L1D_CACHE_REFILL Level 1 data cache refill 

0x0004 L1D_CACHE Level 1 data cache access 

0x0005 L1D_TLB_REFILL Attributable Level 1 data TLB refill 

0x0006 LD_RETIRED 
Instruction architecturally executed, 

Condition code check pass, load 

0x0007 ST_RETIRED 
Instruction architecturally executed, 

Condition code check pass, store 

0x0008 INST_RETIRED Instruction architecturally executed 

0x0009 EXC_TAKEN Exception taken 

0x000A EXC_RETURN 
Instruction architecturally executed, 

Condition code check pass, exception 
return 

0x000B CID_WRITE_RETIRED 
Instruction architecturally executed, 
Condition code check pass, write to 

CONTEXTIDR 

0x000C PC_WRITE_RETIRED 
Instruction architecturally executed, 
Condition code check pass, software 

change of the PC 

0x000D BR_IMMED_RETIRED 
Instruction architecturally executed, 

immediate branch 

0x000E BR_RETURN_RETIRED 
Instruction architecturally executed, 

Condition code check pass, procedure 
return 

0x000F UNALIGNED_LDST_RETIRED 
Instruction architecturally executed, 

Condition code check pass, unaligned 
load or store 

0x0010 BR_MIS_PRED 
Mispredicted or not predicted branch 

Speculatively executed 

0x0011 CPU_CYCLES Cycle 

0x0012 BR_PRED 
Predictable branch Speculatively 

executed 

0x0013 MEM_ACCESS Data memory access 

0x0014 L1I_CACHE 
Attributable Level 1 instruction cache 

access 

0x0015 L1D_CACHE_WB 
Attributable Level 1 data cache write-

back 

0x0016 L2D_CACHE Level 2 data cache access 

0x0017 L2D_CACHE_REFILL Level 2 data cache refill 

0x0018 L2D_CACHE_WB 
Attributable Level 2 data cache write-

back 

0x0019 BUS_ACCESS Bus access 

0x001A MEMORY_ERROR Local memory error 

0x001B INST_SPEC Operation Speculatively executed 
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Event Number Event Mnemonic Description 

0x001C TTBR_WRITE_RETIRED 
Instruction architecturally executed, 
Condition code check pass, write to 

TTBR 

0x001D BUS_CYCLES Bus cycle 

0x001E CHAIN 

For odd-numbered counters, 
increments the count by one for each 

overflow of the preceding even-
numbered counter. For even-

numbered counters, there is no 
increment. 

0x001F L1D_CACHE_ALLOCATE 
Attributable Level 1 data cache 

allocation without refill 

0x0020 L2D_CACHE_ALLOCATE 
Attributable Level 2 data cache 

allocation without refill 

0x0021 BR_RETIRED 
Instruction architecturally executed, 

branch 

0x0022 BR_MIS_PRED_RETIRED 
Instruction architecturally executed, 

mispredicted branch 

0x0023 STALL_FRONTEND 
No operation issued due to the 

frontend 

0x0024 STALL_BACKEND No operation issued due to backend 

0x0025 L1D_TLB 
Attributable Level 1 data or unified 

TLB access 

0x0026 L1I_TLB 
Attributable Level 1 instruction TLB 

access 

0x0027 L2I_CACHE 
Attributable Level 2 instruction cache 

access 

0x0028 L2I_CACHE_REFILL 
Attributable Level 2 instruction cache 

refill 

0x0029 L3D_CACHE_ALLOCATE 
Attributable Level 3 data or unified 

cache allocation without refill 

0x002A L3D_CACHE_REFILL Attributable Level 3 data cache refill 

0x002B L3D_CACHE Attributable Level 3 data cache access 

0x002C L3D_CACHE_WB 
Attributable Level 3 data or unified 

cache write-back 

0x002D L2D_TLB_REFILL 
Attributable Level 2 data or unified 

TLB refill 

0x002E L2I_TLB_REFILL 
Attributable Level 2 instruction TLB 

refill 

0x002F L2D_TLB 
Attributable Level 2 data or unified 

TLB access 

0x0030 L2I_TLB 
Attributable Level 2 instruction TLB 

access 

0x0031 REMOTE_ACCESS 
Attributable access to another socket 

in a multi-socket system 

0x0032 LL_CACHE 
Attributable Last Level data cache 

access 

0x0033 LL_CACHE_MISS 
Attributable Last level data or unified 

cache miss 

0x0034 DTLB_WALK 
Attributable data or unified TLB 

access with at least one translation 
table walk 

0x0035 ITLB_WALK 
Attributable instruction TLB access 
with at least one translation table 

walk 

0x0036 LL_CACHE_RD 
Attributable Last Level cache memory 

read 

0x0037 LL_CACHE_MISS_RD 
Attributable Last Level cache memory 

read miss 
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Event Number Event Mnemonic Description 

0x0038 REMOTE_ACCESS_RD 
Attributable memory read access to 

another socket in a multi-socket 
system 

0x0039 L1D_CACHE_LMISS_RD 
Level 1 data cache long-latency read 

miss 

0x003A OP_RETIRED 
Micro-operation architecturally 

executed 

0x003B OP_SPEC 
Micro-operation Speculatively 

executed 

0x003C STALL No operation sent for execution 

0x003D STALL_SLOT_BACKEND 
No operation sent for execution on a 

Slot due to the backend 

0x003E STALL_SLOT_FRONTEND 
No operation send for execution on a 

Slot due to the frontend 

0x003F STALL_SLOT 
No operation sent for execution on a 

Slot 

0x4000 SAMPLE_POP Sample Population 

0x4001 SAMPLE_FEED Sample Taken 

0x4002 SAMPLE_FILTRATE 
Sample Taken and not removed by 

filtering 

0x4003 SAMPLE_COLLISION Sample collided with previous sample 

0x4004 CNT_CYCLES Constant frequency cycles 

0x4005 STALL_BACKEND_MEM Memory stall cycles 

0x4006 L1I_CACHE_LMISS 
Level 1 instruction cache long-latency 

miss 

0x4009 L2D_CACHE_LMISS_RD 
Level 2 data cache long-latency read 

miss 

0x400A L2I_CACHE_LMISS 
Level 2 instruction cache long-latency 

miss 

0x400B L3D_CACHE_LMISS_RD 
Level 3 data cache long-latency read 

miss 

0x4020 LDST_ALIGN_LAT 
Access with additional latency from 

alignment 

0x4021 LD_ALIGN_LAT 
Load with additional latency from 

alignment 

0x4022 ST_ALIGN_LAT 
Store with additional latency from 

alignment 

0x4024 MEM_ACCESS_CHECKED Checked data memory access 

0x4025 MEM_ACCESS_CHECKED_RD Checked data memory access, read 

0x4026 MEM_ACCESS_CHECKED_WR Checked data memory access, write 

 

As shown in the code listings we have presented before the table, in order to set up counting 
for a specific event we have to set a corresponding bit in the PMEVTYPER<n>_EL0 registers from 
Table 2. We can use either the event number or an easy to remember name, which is its 
mnemonic. 

In addition to the performance monitoring extension, ARM also defines another optional 
extension for the ARMv8.4 version of the specification, which is called Activity Monitors Unit 
extension (AMU) . Currently, this extension is in its first version, and its purpose is to expose 
performance counters intended for system management use as opposed to the performance 
monitoring extension which is intended for user and application debugging. This monitoring 
tool is able to track the same events as the performance monitoring extension, using 
dedicated hardware registers, but it also adds implementation defined events for power and 
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reset. Moreover, the AMU provision the use of its hardware counters also in the presence of 
virtualisation. 

Finally, the ARMv8.2 standard defines another optional extension, the statistical profiling 
extension, which extends the performance monitoring extension with 4 new events, and 
allows monitoring several events for larger program portions with lower accuracy than the 
traditional performance counters. This allows getting a higher-level picture of the events 
happening in the hardware in order to spot performance problems for optimisation. 

In the next step of the analysis, we identify which of these events are available in UP2DATE 
target platforms and which ones are exposed by their software facilities. 

5.2.2 NVIDIA Xavier 

The NVIDIA Xavier contains 8 NVIDIA designed Carmel processors, compatible with the 
ARMv8.2 specification. Therefore, the previous analysis applies to these CPUs as well. 
Moreover, this architecture contains an NVIDIA Volta GPU, which exposes several 
performance counters and events. In addition, it contains hardware performance counters for 
power consumption. Although it is not documented by NVIDIA, the GPU of the Xavier board 
contains several hardware performance counters. However, their number is not specified, 
neither which events are supported. For this reason, we had to query these events using 
NVIDIA’s proprietary performance monitoring software, namely nvprof, nvvp and NSIGHT. We 
chose nvprof due to the fact that it is a command line tool. It is able to provide both raw 
measurements for performance events, as well as derived metrics from these events which 
are meaningful for the performance optimisation of GPU programs, which is its main purpose. 

An example of nvprof invocation is the following: 

/usr/local/cuda-10.0/bin/nvprof --event-collection-mode kernel --print-

gpu-trace --unified-memory-profiling off --events generic_load --metrics 

all –o out.nvprof ./bin/mat_mul_iter_10 -s 128 -t 1024 -b 7 

 

In the next table we provide a list of the available GPU events in the NVIDIA Xavier: 

Table 5: GPU performance counters available in the NVIDIA Xavier. 

Counter Description 

active_cycles_pm 
Number of cycles a multiprocessor has at least 

one active warp. 

active_warps_pm 

Accumulated number of active warps per cycle. 
For every cycle it increments by the number of 

active warps in the cycle which can be in the 
range 0 to 64. 

shared_ld 
_transactions 

Number of transactions for shared load 
accesses. Maximum transaction size in volta is 
128 bytes, any warp accessing more than 128 

bytes will cause multiple  
transactions for a shared load instruction. This 

also includes extra transactions  caused by 
shared bank conflicts. 
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Counter Description 

shared_st_transactions 

Number of transactions for shared store 
accesses. Maximum transaction size in volta is 
128 bytes, any warp accessing more than 128 

bytes will cause multiple 
transactions for a shared store instruction. This 

also includes extra transactions caused by 
shared bank conflicts. 

elapsed_cycles_sm elapsed clocks 

shared_ld_ 
bank_conflict 

Number of shared load bank conflict generated 
when the addresses for two or more shared 

memory load requests fall in the same memory 
bank. 

shared_st_ 
bank_conflict 

Number of shared store bank conflict 
generated when the addresses for two or more 
shared memory store requests fall in the same 

memory bank. 

active_cycles 
 Number of cycles a multiprocessor has at least 

one active warp 

active_warps 

Accumulated number of active warps per cycle. 
For every cycle it increments by the number of 

active warps in the cycle which can be in the 
range 0 to 64. 

prof_trigger_00 
Number of pmtrig instructions executed where 

Imm16 & 0x0001 

prof_trigger_01 
Number of pmtrig instructions executed where 

Imm16 & 0x0002 

prof_trigger_02 
Number of pmtrig instructions executed where 

Imm16 & 0x0004 

prof_trigger_03 
Number of pmtrig instructions executed where 

Imm16 & 0x0008 

prof_trigger_04 
Number of pmtrig instructions executed where 

Imm16 & 0x0010 

prof_trigger_05 
Number of pmtrig instructions executed where 

Imm16 & 0x0020 

prof_trigger_06 
Number of pmtrig instructions executed where 

Imm16 & 0x0040 

prof_trigger_07 
Number of pmtrig instructions executed where 

Imm16 & 0x0080 

inst_issued0 
Number of cycles that did not issue any 

instruction, increments per warp. 

inst_issued1 
Number of cycles that issued single instruction, 

increments per warp. 

     inst_executed Number of instructions executed per warp. 

thread_inst 
_executed 

Number of instructions executed by the active 
threads. For each instruction it increments by 
number of threads, including predicated-off 

threads, that execute  
the instruction. It does not include replays. 

not_predicated 
_off_thread_ 
inst_executed 

Number of instructions executed by the active 
and not predicated off threads. For each 

instruction it increments by number of active 
and non-predicated  

off threads that execute the instruction. It does 
not include replays. 

generic_load Number of LD instructions executed 

generic_store Number of ST instructions executed 

atom_count Number of ATOM instructions executed 

global_atom_cas Number of ATOM.CAS instructions executed 

gred_count Number of RED instructions executed 
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Counter Description 

global_load Number of LDG instructions executed 

global_store Number of STG instructions executed 

local_load Number of LDL instructions executed 

local_store Number of STL instructions executed 

shared_atom 
Number of shared ATOMS instructions 

executed 

shared_atom_cas 
Number of shared ATOMS.CAS instructions 

executed 

shared_load Number of LDS instructions executed 

shared_store Number of STS instructions executed 

warps_launched Number of warps launched 

sm_cta_launched Number of ctas launched 

l2_subp0_write 
_sector_misses 

Number of write requests sent to DRAM from 
slice 0 of L2 cache. This increments by 1 for 

each 32-byte access. 

l2_subp1_write 
_sector_misses 

Number of write requests sent to DRAM from 
slice 1 of L2 cache. This increments by 1 for 

each 32-byte access. 

l2_subp0_read 
_sector_misses 

Number of read requests sent to DRAM from 
slice 0 of L2 cache. This increments by 1 for 

each 32-byte access. 

l2_subp1_read 
_sector_misses 

Number of read requests sent to DRAM from 
slice 1 of L2 cache. This increments by 1 for 

each 32-byte access. 

l2_subp0_read_ 
tex_sector_queries 

Number of read requests from Texture cache to 
slice 0 of L2 cache. This increments by 1 for 

each 32-byte access. 

l2_subp0_write 
_tex_sector_queries 

Number of write requests from Texture cache 
to slice 0 of L2 cache. This increments by 1 for 

each 32-byte access. 

l2_subp0_read_ 
tex_hit_sectors 

Number of read requests from Texture cache 
that hit in slice 0 of L2 cache. This increments 

by 1 for each 32-byte access. 

l2_subp0_write_ 
tex_hit_sectors 

Number of write requests from Texture cache 
that hit in slice 0 of L2 cache. This increments 

by 1 for each 32-byte access. 

l2_subp0_read_ 
sysmem_sector_queries 

Number of system memory read requests to 
slice 0 of L2 cache. This increments by 1 for 

each 32-byte access. 

l2_subp0_write_ 
sysmem_sector_queries 

Number of system memory write requests to 
slice 0 of L2 cache. This increments by 1 for 

each 32-byte access. 

l2_subp0_total_ 
read_sector_ 

queries 

Total read requests to slice 0 of L2 cache. This 
includes requests from  L1, Texture cache, 

system memory. This increments by 1 for each 
32-byte access. 

l2_subp0_total_ 
write_sector_ 

queries 

Total write requests to slice 0 of L2 cache. This 
includes requests from  L1, Texture cache, 

system memory. This increments by 1 for each 
32-byte access. 

l2_subp1_read_ 
tex_sector_queries 

Number of read requests from Texture cache to 
slice 1 of L2 cache. This increments by 1 for 

each 32-byte access. 

l2_subp1_write_ 
tex_sector_queries 

Number of write requests from Texture cache 
to slice 1 of L2 cache. This increments by 1 for 

each 32-byte access. 

l2_subp1_read_ 
tex_hit_sectors 

Number of read requests from Texture cache 
that hit in slice 1 of L2 cache. This increments 

by 1 for each 32-byte access. 
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Counter Description 

l2_subp1_write_ 
tex_hit_sectors 

Number of write requests from Texture cache 
that hit in slice 1 of L2 cache. This increments 

by 1 for each 32-byte access. 

l2_subp1_read_ 
sysmem_sector_queries 

Number of system memory read requests to 
slice 1 of L2 cache. This increments by 1 for 

each 32-byte access. 

l2_subp1_write_ 
sysmem_sector_queries 

Number of system memory write requests to 
slice 1 of L2 cache. This increments by 1 for 

each 32-byte access. 

l2_subp1_total_ 
read_sector_ 

queries 

Total read requests to slice 1 of L2 cache. This 
includes requests from  L1, Texture cache, 

system memory.  
This increments by 1 for each 32-byte access. 

l2_subp1_total_ 
write_sector_ 

queries 

Total write requests to slice 1 of L2 cache. This 
includes requests from  L1, Texture cache, 

system memory.  
This increments by 1 for each 32-byte access. 

 

As reported in D2.2, the Xavier platform includes performance counters, which can provide 
information about the voltage and current of various parts of the SoC. This allows to compute 
the power consumption of board, however according to NVIDIA’s guidelines, this should not 
be sampled more than once per second. The counters are exposed to the user space using the 
/sys interface. Interestingly, by analysing older manuals of the TX2 board, we also found out 
that the same facility is present in the TX2 board, although this valuable piece of information 
has been removed from the newer versions of the platform manuals. 

 

Figure 9. Power Performance Counters in NVIDIA Xavier 

Figure 9 shows the various performance counters which are exposed in the /sys pseudo 
filesystem, and at which points the voltage and the current of the various components of the 
SoC are sampled. 
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5.2.3 Xilinx Zynq Ultrascale 

The Zynq Ultrascale+ contains 4 A53 high performance CPUs compatible with the ARMv8.0 
architecture and 2 ARM R5 real-time CPUs compatible with the ARMv7-R specification. 

The analysis we have performed for the ARMv8 covers also the A53 CPUs. In the following 
steps in the project, we will also perform the same analysis for the ARMv7-R specification. This 
information will be provided in the next version of this deliverable as mentioned in Chapter 2. 

5.3 Tracing Mechanisms 

As we described the state of the art in D2.2, the two selected software mechanisms to deal 
with performance counters in UP2DATE are perf and PAPI. Indeed, the perf utility is considered 
the most portable solution among different platforms. For this reason we will further 
investigate its applicability in the candidate platforms. Among the user space libraries, PAPI 
has the largest support in platforms and integrates nicely with perf. 

Perf is a component of the Linux kernel which exposes the events counted by hardware 
performance counters, in a portable way, while hiding the complexity of their use. Moreover, 
in addition to the hardware events, exposes several software events which can be queried. 
Since Linux is supported in 3 of the 4 selected architectures in the project, perf allows us to 
have a common substrate for building the UP2DATE monitoring middleware. This not only 
reduces our development effort, but it also ensures that the UP2DATE solutions will be generic 
enough to be used on any Linux based system. 

The other utility we have chosen is PAPI, a cross-platform, user space library supported in 
numerous architectures. PAPI is built on top of perf and provides a clean interface for 
accessing performance counters and managing their complexity. The advantage of PAPI is that 
it has a small code base which allows to be retargeted to other, more constrained systems 
which do not support Linux, such as the Aurix Tricore. 

Since the capabilities of both tools are partially overlapping, we plan to use PAPI mainly for 
the self-monitoring of the safety related tasks and in particular for getting access to the 
hardware performance counters as described in Section 4.2.1. If a specific event that has been 
labeled as important for the safety monitoring is not accessible from PAPI but only from perf, 
and it is not possible to add it in PAPI, perf will be used alongside PAPI for monitoring that 
event. On the other hand, perf will be used for coarser grained measurements of performance 
counters, both at system and virtual machine levels, due to its capabilities. Moreover, perf will 
be used for the monitoring of software events, which are again of interest for security. 

It is important to note that as identified in D2.2, although PAPI has support for several 
platforms, it did not support the NVIDIA Xavier and the Aurix Tricore. For this reason, one of 
our primary focus in these early months of WP5 was to enable support for the NVIDIA Carmel 
CPUs, that is used in the UP2DATE Gateway. This goal has been achieved and our code is going 
to be released upstream to the PAPI repository, in order to allow other people to benefit from 
our work. Concerning the Aurix Tricore, since it is a non-linux platform, we need to have access 
to performance counters at the very low level by creating a library that provides an higher 
level abstraction. To this purpose, we will develop a PAPI-like library that will provide the same 
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interface as PAPI for accessing performance counters. This will be reported in D5.2 in more 
detail. 

5.4 Experimental results on event collection 

In this section we discuss in further detail some aspects of the event collection mechanisms 
we will use in the project to build our monitoring solutions. In particular, we discuss the 
intrusiveness of our considered methods as well as their correctness. For some of them, we 
provide also some preliminary results. It is worth noting that as we mentioned in Section 2.1, 
this deliverable is focused on the definition of concepts and some initial results about 
monitoring will be provided in the next deliverables of WP5 (D5.2 and D5.3). However, since 
we have done considerable progress earlier than anticipated, we include some evaluation 
results in this version of the deliverable, even if it was not required.  

5.4.1 Hardware events 

As we mentioned earlier, we will employ PAPI alongside perf to monitor the different 
hardware events present in the platforms. That’s why in this section we showcase different 
advantages and disadvantages of each tool, as well as a performance evaluation when 
accessing a series of counters.  

PAPI - Observability 

As we mentioned before, PAPI is not currently supported in the NVIDIA Carmel CPU. 
Therefore, we have used the ARM Cortex A57 core as our baseline libpfm4, the library used 
by PAPI for accessing performance counters, implementation to enable PAPI support in the 
NVIDIA Xavier.  

After compiling PAPI with the proposed changes, we can visualise the exposed events 
available in the target platform by executing papi_avail, located in papi/src/utils: 

Table 6: Events exposed by PAPI in a target platform 

Name Code Avail Deriv Description 

PAPI_L1_DCM 0x80000000 Yes Yes 
Level 1 data cache 

misses 

PAPI_L1_ICM 0x80000001  Yes  No  
Level 1 instruction cache 

misses  

PAPI_L2_DCM 0x80000002 Yes   No 
Level 2 data cache 

misses  

PAPI_L2_LDM 0x80000019  Yes  No   Level 2 load misses  

PAPI_L2_STM 0x8000001a  Yes  No   Level 2 store misses  

PAPI_BR_MSP 0x8000002e   Yes   No    
Conditional branch 

instructions 
mispredicted  

PAPI_TOT_IIS 0x80000031  Yes   No   Instructions issued  

PAPI_TOT_INS 0x80000032  Yes   No   Instructions completed  

PAPI_FP_INS 0x80000034  Yes   No   
Floating point 
instructions  

PAPI_LD_INS 0x80000035  Yes   No   Load instructions  

PAPI_SR_INS 0x80000036  Yes   No   Store instructions  
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Name Code Avail Deriv Description 

PAPI_BR_INS 0x80000037  Yes   No   Branch instructions  

PAPI_VEC_INS 0x80000038   Yes    No   
Vector/SIMD 

instructions (could 
include integer)  

PAPI_TOT_CYC 0x8000003b Yes    No    Total cycles  

PAPI_L2_DCH 0x8000003f  Yes    No    Level 2 data cache hits  

PAPI_L1_DCA 0x80000040  Yes    Yes   
Level 1 data cache 

accesses  

PAPI_L1_DCR 0x80000043 Yes    No    Level 1 data cache reads  

PAPI_L2_DCR 0x80000044 Yes    No    Level 2 data cache reads  

PAPI_L1_DCW 0x80000046 Yes    No    
Level 1 data cache 

writes  

PAPI_L2_DCW 0x80000047 Yes    No 
Level 2 data cache 

writes  

PAPI_L1_ICA 0x8000004c Yes    No    
Level 1 instruction cache 

accesses 

 

We can find that without custom support, the ARM Cortex A57 provides a baseline of 21 
performance monitor events, from which we can identify mostly hardware PMCs. 

We have identified some additional Carmel CPU performance events using the /sys interface 
and the L4T linux kernel source code that, to the best of our knowledge, are not documented 
in any NVIDIA manual. The additional events are reported in Table 7. 

Table 7: Additional performance events available in the NVIDIA Carmel CPU. 

Counter Description 

bus_access* Bus access 

bus_cycles* Bus cycles 

l2d Level 2 data cache access 

l2d_cache_wb Level 2 data cache WriteBack 

l2d_ld Level 2 data cache read access 

l2d_prefetch_c0 Level 2 data cache C0 prefetches 

l2d_prefetch_c1 Level 2 data cache C1 prefetches 

l2d_refill Level 2 data cache refill 

l2d_refill_ld Level 2 data cache read refill 

l2d_refill_st Level 2 data cache write refill 

l2d_refill_victim Level 2 data cache refill victim 

l2d_st Level 2 data cache write access 

l3d_cache* Level 3 data cache access 

l3d_cache_allocate* 

Level 3 unified cache allocation 
without refill counter. Counts every full 

cache line write into the L3 cache 
which does not cause a linefill 

l3d_cache_refill* Level 3 data cache refill 

l3d_cache_wb* Level 3 data cache WriteBack 

The events marked with an asterisk return an error when they are read using the 
perf_event_open system call, which means that they are not usable in the our platform. 
Notice that the impact of this fact on the project is low. We can compensate for the lack of 
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access to a specific performance event by estimating an upper bound of its value from a 
combination of other events. 

PAPI - Intrusiveness/overhead Evaluation 

PAPI provides an easy to use API that allows the end user to add and remove events to an 
event set monitor, which we can manipulate using a series of operations defined in the tool 
specification [57]: start counting, stop counting, reset counters, read counters; between 
others. The amount of library function calls to add monitoring to a scope in our program is 
reasonable and it’s identifiable thanks to the PAPI prefix that all the functions within the API 
contain. 

In terms of performance, we carried three different experiments to demonstrate PAPI’s 
monitoring overhead. Following next, we report the code we benchmarked, which serves as 
well as a demonstration of the PAPI API usage: 

    clock_t begin = clock(); 

 

    for(int i = 0; i < 5; ++i) 

    { 

        PAPI_start(md); 

        dummy_compute(); 

        PAPI_stop(md, values); 

        printf("Some IO\n"); 

    } 

    clock_t end = clock(); 

 

We performed 5 runs for each experiment and calculated the average for the final results: 

Table 8: Experimental results on PAPI intrusiveness 

Number of 
events 

Time (s) 

0 7.295602 

1 8.043151 

5 8.010491 

From a quick observation at the results, we can conclude that there is no real performance 
difference between monitoring one event and monitoring 5 events. 

PAPI - Correctness/Precision 

PAPI prevents measuring incompatible events in the same run. For example, it may not be 
possible to measure both instruction cache misses and instruction cache hits in the same run. 
This implies that the end user needs to schedule these incompatible events in different runs. 
However, this information (i.e. events incompatible with each other) is not provided in the 
documentation, but it is something that has to be identified experimentally. This is something 
that we will take into account in our implementation of monitoring services. PAPI does not 
support having many event sets within the same program therefore, the programmer will 
need to employ the “add” and “remove” functionalities provided in PAPI to measure 
incompatible events. This measure ensures that incompatible counters are not overridden, 
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meaning that we can ensure the correctness in the output. However, by removing and adding 
events while counting we are adding precision errors, which will be more evident the more 
incompatible events we are required to measure.  

Perf - Observability 

Since perf is a component of the Linux kernel, it does not rely on a third-party library as PAPI 
does (libpfm4). Perf is specifically designed for the installed linux kernel. In order to see the 
complete list of supported events by perf, we simply have to run “perf list”. 

Table 9: Hardware events supported by perf 

Event name Event type 

  branch-misses [Hardware event] 

  cache-misses [Hardware event] 

  cache-references [Hardware event] 

  cpu-cycles OR cycles [Hardware event] 

  instructions [Hardware event] 

  stalled-cycles-backend OR idle-cycles-
backend       

[Hardware event] 

  stalled-cycles-frontend OR idle-cycles-
frontend     

[Hardware event] 

  alignment-faults [Software event] 

  bpf-output [Software event] 

  context-switches OR cs [Software event] 

  cpu-clock [Software event] 

  cpu-migrations OR migrations                        [Software event] 

  dummy [Software event] 

  emulation-faults [Software event] 

  major-faults [Software event] 

  minor-faults [Software event] 

  page-faults OR faults [Software event] 

  task-clock [Software event] 

  L1-dcache-load-misses [Hardware cache event] 

  L1-dcache-loads [Hardware cache event] 

  L1-dcache-store-misses [Hardware cache event] 

  L1-dcache-stores [Hardware cache event] 

  L1-icache-load-misses [Hardware cache event] 

  L1-icache-loads [Hardware cache event] 

  branch-load-misses [Hardware cache event] 

  branch-loads [Hardware cache event] 

  dTLB-load-misses [Hardware cache event] 

  iTLB-load-misses [Hardware cache event] 

  armv8_pmuv3/br_mis_pred/ [Kernel PMU event] 

  armv8_pmuv3/br_mis_pred_retired/                    [Kernel PMU event] 

  armv8_pmuv3/br_pred/ [Kernel PMU event] 

  armv8_pmuv3/br_retired/ [Kernel PMU event] 

  armv8_pmuv3/cid_write_retired/                      [Kernel PMU event] 

  armv8_pmuv3/cpu_cycles/ [Kernel PMU event] 

  armv8_pmuv3/exc_return/ [Kernel PMU event] 

  armv8_pmuv3/exc_taken/ [Kernel PMU event] 

  armv8_pmuv3/inst_retired/ [Kernel PMU event] 
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Event name Event type 

  armv8_pmuv3/l1d_cache/ [Kernel PMU event] 

  armv8_pmuv3/l1d_cache_refill/                       [Kernel PMU event] 

  armv8_pmuv3/l1d_cache_wb/ [Kernel PMU event] 

  armv8_pmuv3/l1d_tlb_refill/                         [Kernel PMU event] 

  armv8_pmuv3/l1i_cache/ [Kernel PMU event] 

  armv8_pmuv3/l1i_cache_refill/                       [Kernel PMU event] 

  armv8_pmuv3/l1i_tlb_refill/                         [Kernel PMU event] 

  armv8_pmuv3/mem_access/ [Kernel PMU event] 

  armv8_pmuv3/memory_error/ [Kernel PMU event] 

  armv8_pmuv3/stall_backend/ [Kernel PMU event] 

  armv8_pmuv3/stall_frontend/                         [Kernel PMU event] 

  armv8_pmuv3/sw_incr/ [Kernel PMU event] 

  armv8_pmuv3/ttbr_write_retired/                     [Kernel PMU event] 

  carmel_pmu/bus_access/ [Kernel PMU event] 

  carmel_pmu/bus_cycles/ [Kernel PMU event] 

  carmel_pmu/l2d/ [Kernel PMU event] 

  carmel_pmu/l2d_cache_wb/ [Kernel PMU event] 

  carmel_pmu/l2d_ld/ [Kernel PMU event] 

  carmel_pmu/l2d_prefetch_c0/                   [Kernel PMU event] 

  carmel_pmu/l2d_prefetch_c1/                         [Kernel PMU event] 

  carmel_pmu/l2d_refill/ [Kernel PMU event] 

  carmel_pmu/l2d_refill_ld/ [Kernel PMU event] 

  carmel_pmu/l2d_refill_st/ [Kernel PMU event] 

  carmel_pmu/l2d_refill_victim/                       [Kernel PMU event] 

  carmel_pmu/l2d_st/ [Kernel PMU event] 

  carmel_pmu/l3d_cache/ [Kernel PMU event] 

  carmel_pmu/l3d_cache_allocate/                      [Kernel PMU event] 

  carmel_pmu/l3d_cache_refill/                        [Kernel PMU event] 

  carmel_pmu/l3d_cache_wb/ [Kernel PMU event] 

  rNNN [Raw hardware event descriptor] 

  cpu/t1=v1[,t2=v2,t3 ...]/modifier                   [Raw hardware event descriptor] 

  mem:<addr>[/len][:access] [Hardware breakpoint] 

  sdt_rtld:init_complete [SDT event] 

  sdt_rtld:init_start [SDT event] 

  sdt_rtld:longjmp [SDT event] 

  sdt_rtld:longjmp_target [SDT event] 

  sdt_rtld:map_complete [SDT event] 

  sdt_rtld:map_failed [SDT event] 

  sdt_rtld:map_start [SDT event] 

  sdt_rtld:reloc_complete [SDT event] 

  sdt_rtld:reloc_start [SDT event] 

  sdt_rtld:setjmp [SDT event] 

  sdt_rtld:unmap_complete [SDT event] 

  sdt_rtld:unmap_start [SDT event] 

 

However, to have a better understanding of the events we can access using the 
programmability capabilities of the Perf API, we have to refer to its manual [58], where we 
can find a clear differentiation between the events we can access given their type.  
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Perf - Intrusiveness/Overhead evaluation 

Perf programmability is not as great as PAPI’s, as the user is required to fill a series of 
parameters per monitor doing sub sequential ioctl and system calls to manipulate and add, 
respectively, monitor events. Also, each event gets identified by a file descriptor, making the 
monitoring much less naïve and more intrusive in terms of boilerplate code required to be 
added in the source code. All these issues carried the motivation to create a custom wrapper 
for perf that we will comment in the next deliverable. 

In the following picture we show an example of perf programmability without the use of any 
wrapper: 

int main(int argc, char **argv) { 

     

    struct perf_event_attr pe; 

    long long count; 

    int fd; 

 

    memset(&pe, 0, sizeof(pe)); 

    pe.type = PERF_TYPE_HARDWARE; 

    pe.size = sizeof(pe); 

    pe.config = PERF_COUNT_HW_INSTRUCTIONS; 

    pe.disabled = 1; 

    pe.exclude_kernel = 1; 

    pe.exclude_hv = 1; 

 

    fd = perf_event_open(&pe, 0, -1, -1, 0); 

     

 

    if (fd == -1) { 

        fprintf(stderr, "Error opening leader %llx\n", pe.config); 

        exit(EXIT_FAILURE); 

    } 

 

    ioctl(fd, PERF_EVENT_IOC_RESET, 0); 

    ioctl(fd, PERF_EVENT_IOC_ENABLE, 0); 

 

    printf("Measuring instruction count for this printf\n"); 

 

    ioctl(fd, PERF_EVENT_IOC_DISABLE, 0); 

    read(fd, &count, sizeof(count)); 

 

    printf("Used %lld instructions\n", count); 

 

    close(fd); 

} 

 

In the example we are only monitoring one event, and as we can see it’s very verbose. 
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In terms of performance, we carried the same tests we did with PAPI:. The result is shown in 
Table 10. 

 

Table 10: Experimental results on perf intrusiveness. 

Number of 
events 

Time (s) 

0 7.295602 

1 7.336461 

5 7.372380 

 

We found that the performance difference between having events and not having events is 
negligible, therefore we can find that perf does not add much overhead to the overall 
performance of the program. 

In addition to the programming interface that we presented above, perf also allows to 
measure system wide results for performance counters or results for an entire program 
execution. For the security measurements which we want to have coarse-grained, aggregate 
measurements, we are going to use the former option. 

Perf - Correctness/Precision:  

Perf does not notify the end user when an event is overridden, therefore, it is required to 
control manually the different incompatibilities between events. That means that the output 
results of our monitoring might not be correct if it gets overridden by another PMC. For this 
reason, it is very important to verify the compatibility of the selected events and the way that 
they are programmed, if the perf programming interface is used.  When it comes to precision, 
we encounter the exact same issues we commented on PAPI in the previous section, however 
this time suffices no to use the conflicting file descriptor in the subsequent ioctl calls. 

Conclusions 

Based on the presented results, it is clear that both solutions are almost equivalent in terms 
of overhead, however their biggest difference is in the programmability and the protection 
they offer to the end user regarding incompatible configurations. For this reason, we have 
given priority to PAPI for the events related to online, and perf for the events related to offline 
monitoring, especially thanks to its command line mode, which does not require to modify 
applications in order to use it and can collect system wide events or application specific. 

5.4.2 Software events 

In terms of software events, based on the analysis of the state of the art for security, we have 
identified that DTrace and FTrace are frequently used in order to inspect the behaviour of 
software. For this reason, we analysed their usage, in addition to the software events provided 
by perf which can be accessed in the same way as the hardware events through perf, as we 
described in the previous section. In the following we are going to provide a description and a 
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short analysis of each tool, and we will draw a conclusion elaborating about the benefits and 
disadvantages of our selection. 

DTrace 

DTrace is a tracing framework developed by Sun Microsystems that enables the end user to 
get a global overview of a running system by providing fine-grained information, such as the 
amount of memory, CPU time, network resources or even function calls. In order to employ 
Dtrace, the user is required to write tracing scripts in “D” (DTrace tracing language) to define 
a series of instrumentation points, where each is associated with an action. When the 
condition defined in the instrumentation point is met, the associated action gets executed. 
The following listing contains some tracing examples using in-lined D directives: 

# Syscall count by program 

dtrace -n 'syscall:::entry { @num[execname] = count(); }' 

 

# Syscall count by syscall 

dtrace -n 'syscall:::entry { @num[probefunc] = count(); }' 

 

# Syscall count by process 

dtrace -n 'syscall:::entry { @num[pid,execname] = count(); }' 

 

# Disk size by process 

dtrace -n 'io:::start { printf("%d %s %d",pid,execname,args[0]->b_bcount); }' 

DTrace does not require any modification in the monitored source code as it attaches itself to 
certain system entry points. Thanks to the “D” programming language, we can create complex 
conditions to specify what we want to trace at a very fine grain; however, it does not provide 
an API we can use within our C programs, which means that is not possible to monitor a 
specific section of our source code. This makes it a good choice for security inspection, but it 
does not fit our safety monitoring strategy. 

In addition, the complete version of DTrace [59] is not directly supported in NVIDIA’s Xavier, 
therefore all the evaluation has been done with the one provided in the “systemtap-sdt-dev” 
package, which does not support the “-n” option commented above.  

FTrace 

FTrace is another tracing tool for the kernel. Unlike DTrace, FTrace is supported directly by the 
Linux kernel, therefore we do not require to do further setup to have it running. FTrace 
enables the end user to trace Linux kernel functions, and unlike perf and DTrace, FTrace is not 
a program. Typically, FTrace is mounted under “/sys/kernel/debug”, and we’ll find under the 
same directory a series of files we can write onto to configure our tracing. Following next we 
display an example of a function trace: 

cd /sys/kernel/debug/tracing 

echo function > current_tracer 

echo do_page_fault > set_ftrace_filter 

cat trace 
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Where we are obtaining a trace of the “do_page_fault” kernel function. Part of the output of 
the previous example looks like this: 
 
root@nvidia-desktop:/sys/kernel/debug/tracing# cat trace | head -20 

# tracer: function 

# 

# entries-in-buffer/entries-written: 10851/10851   #P:4 

# 

#                              _-----=> irqs-off 

#                             / _----=> need-resched 

#                            |/  _-----=> need-resched_lazy 

#                            || / _---=> hardirq/softirq 

#                            ||| / _--=> preempt-depth 

#                            |||| / _-=> preempt-lazy-depth 

#                            ||||| / _-=> migrate-disable 

#                            |||||| /    delay 

#           TASK-PID   CPU#  |||||||   TIMESTAMP  FUNCTION 

#              | |       |   |||||||      |         | 

            bash-15248 [003] ....1.. 856527.377415: do_page_fault <-do_translation_fault 

            bash-15248 [003] ....1.. 856527.377451: do_page_fault <-do_translation_fault 

            bash-15248 [003] ....1.. 856527.377460: do_page_fault <-do_translation_fault 

            bash-15248 [003] ....1.. 856527.377465: do_page_fault <-do_translation_fault 

            bash-15248 [001] ....1.. 856533.992703: do_page_fault <-do_mem_abort 

            bash-15248 [000] ....1.. 856534.459313: do_page_fault <-do_mem_abort 

root@nvidia-desktop:/sys/kernel/debug/tracing# cat trace | tail -10 

             cat-19658 [003] ....1.. 856575.652967: do_page_fault <-do_translation_fault 

             cat-19658 [003] ....1.. 856575.652973: do_page_fault <-do_translation_fault 

             cat-19658 [003] ....1.. 856575.652980: do_page_fault <-do_translation_fault 

            tail-19659 [001] ....1.. 856575.652981: do_page_fault <-do_translation_fault 

            tail-19659 [001] ....1.. 856575.652990: do_page_fault <-do_translation_fault 

             cat-19658 [003] ....1.. 856575.652997: do_page_fault <-do_translation_fault 

            tail-19659 [001] ....1.. 856575.653001: do_page_fault <-do_translation_fault 

             cat-19658 [003] ....1.. 856575.653006: do_page_fault <-do_mem_abort 

            tail-19659 [001] ....1.. 856575.653022: do_page_fault <-do_translation_fault 

            tail-19659 [001] ....1.. 856575.653034: do_page_fault <-do_mem_abort 

 

The header explains the format of the output pretty well. The first two items are the task name 
and PID, followed by the time since boot and finally, the function name. In this case, the 
function is traced alongside its parent, following the “<-“ symbol. However, NVIDIA’s Xavier 
FTrace functionality only supports two types of tracers, function and nop; leaving out the most 
valuable one: function_graph; which traces both the entry and exit of a function - giving the 
tracer the ability to know the depth of functions that are called, which is much more intuitive 
as it can generate flows of execution within the kernel much easier to follow with the human 
eye. 

Besides function tracing, FTrace can also trace a number of events provided by the kernel, we 
can find the list of supported events in the “available_events” file. For the NVIDIA Xavier, our 
base development platform, the list is reported in Annex A: List of events supported by FTrace. 
As we can see, the list is quite extensive, as it compiles all the entry points, we have for event 
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tracing within the system. However, most of these events, if not the majority, are not 
documented, therefore a big part of the software events found in the list only introduce noise 
when it comes to select an event to perform a trace measurement. For this reason, this tool 
is useful only in cases that we have partial information about the set of events that we want 
to track. 

Conclusions 

Besides having a great availability of events, FTrace, as DTrace, does not provide 
programmability through an API, which is making it more attractive for offline than online 
monitoring purposes in our strategy.  

Ultimately, we concluded that the better solution for tracking software events would be using 
a tool we already have experience with, and that tool is perf, which we already analysed in the 
previous section. Perf provides a long list of events and features also a programming API as 
we saw with “perf_event_open”. Besides the steep learning curve of the API, perf is a very 
convenient tool when the user decides to monitor any event within the scope of a part of a 
program thanks to its programming API. The command line option of perf facilitates 
significantly its use, so it is the perfect solution for most of the offline monitoring. 
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6 SAFETY AND SECURITY MODELLING: SASE METRICS 
DEFINITION 

In this chapter we present the definition of SASE metrics in accordance with the analysis 
performed about SASE properties in WP3 and about event monitors in WP5, which was 
presented previously in this document. SASE metrics are a set of measurable indicators that 
can be used to assess the state of the system with respect to relevant safety and security 
properties. Our purpose is to provide a preliminary selection of SASE metrics of interest that 
we have identified, as well as to describe how they can be implemented based on the facilities 
and the strategies we have explained in the previous chapters. In the next deliverables (D5.2 
and D5.3), when we will have started the implementation of contracts and constraint checks 
in WP4 and the monitoring solutions in WP5, we will refine the metrics defined at this stage 
based on implementation experience and preliminary experimental results. For this reason, 
we will update the list if it is needed, based on the specific needs and capabilities of each of 
the platforms which will be incrementally analysed by then. 

At the end of this chapter Table 11 provides an overview of the preliminary SASE metrics which 
correspond to the SASE properties described in D3.1, and a summary of which monitoring 
events can be used to measure them. In the next sections, we are going to examine and 
comment each of them. Note that we follow the terminology introduced in Chapter 4 of D3.1, 
so as advised in Section 2.2, we expect the reader to have read D3.1. 

Before going through the details, we would like to recap the two different monitoring 
strategies we have explained. For safety, we will follow a fine-grained monitoring approach in 
which the safety related events used for the computation of the safety metrics are obtained 
at each job activation of the real-time safety-related tasks. As such, each safety metric will be 
also checked at the same frequency, which is specific to the timing properties of each task. 
Whether this high frequency will be possible to be achieved for all platforms without impact 
on the timing of the case studies, it remains to be studied in the next phases of the project, 
however our preliminary results on the overhead of our monitoring solutions shows that it is 
feasible. Otherwise, we will either consider reducing the number of monitoring events which 
will be obtained or the number of metrics which will be checked at each job activation. The 
other alternative which will be assessed, will be to reduce the frequency of collection to a 
coarser granularity, e.g. every other task activation or more, until we meet the timing 
requirements of the safety-applications. 

For security we will follow a coarse-grained monitoring approach, e.g. every second or more. 
Again, the exact frequency will be determined by the particular capabilities of each platform 
and the number of events which will be monitored, so that the overhead of monitoring will 
be low, and the bandwidth and latency of the data transmission to the gateway for the case 
of the end-devices will be able to be sustained without an impact to their functionalities. 

To sum up, the frequency of each safety metric will depend on the timing properties of the 
safety tasks and to the specific platform. The frequency of all security metrics is going to be 
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the same in a given platform and will depend on the particular platform and on the number 
of tasks on the system.  

6.1 System configuration 

As we describe in D3.1, the system configuration describes the running partitions and end-
devices, assigned resources and access rights among others (e.g., CPU assignment, allocation, 
and operation frequency; memory assignment, allocation, access rights; clock access rights; 
I/O device assignment, allocation, and access rights). It is defined by the user and shall be 
compatible with the update (e.g., if the update implies adding a new mixed-criticality partition 
with a new user function the configuration should consider this new partition).  

All the parameters of this configuration are encoded in the configuration file used by the 
hypervisor in order to create the various partitions of the system. As we reported in D2.2, we 
have selected libvirt as an abstraction library that allows to interface with multiple 
virtualisation solutions. All configuration options, e.g. the memory assigned to a partition, can 
be queried and set from libvirt, so it is possible to checked them against the required system 
configuration, included in the update metadata. Thanks to the common interface provided by 
libvirt, the system configuration can be checked regardless of the virtualisation solution 
implemented on the platform. 

6.2 Hardware resources 

Hardware resource requirements such as the number of CPUs, memory etc. are statically 
assigned to each partition as part of their virtual machine configurations, in the form of 
budget. These requirements are the minimum values for each type of resource which are 
needed for the correct functionality of a partition. Budget values are always larger than or 
equal to the actual requirements of the partition and naturally are smaller than the resource 
capacity provided in a given platform. The latter can be obtained either by the platform 
specification, e.g. from its user manual, or directly queried in linux systems through the /proc 
and /sys virtual filesystems, or through utilities like top which parse the information from 
these special directories. Budgets are set in a common way independently of the virtualisation 
technology using libvirt which has been selected in D2.2 as the basis of the UP2DATE 
middleware. Moreover, libvirt allows to read these configurations, which is needed for 
performing checks after an update.  

It is expected that the resource requirements are provided as a part of the partition 
specifications. However, if these specifications are not provided, e.g. because they are 
specified for a given platform but the values cannot be ported to another one, then we 
propose a solution as the one provided in [60]. In this procedure, appropriate upper bounds 
of the resource requirements are experimentally found. For example, this procedure was 
devised for porting two ARINC-653 avionics case studies to a different platform, including 
software randomisation. For the case of memory requirements, setting a limit lower than the 
actual memory requirement of the application leads the partition to fail before starting with 
a memory violation error. Therefore, testing the partition by increasingly doubling its specified 
limits until it is not failing anymore provides a safe upper bound. Then performing binary 
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search in the other direction allows to pinpoint its exact memory requirements. The same 
approach can be repeated for other hardware resources too. 

As mentioned earlier, knowing the resource requirements of any partition, it is enough to 
provide an upper bound to these values. However, minimising this value limits 
overprovisioning of resources, allowing potentially more tasks to be included in the system in 
an upcoming update, or to minimise its power consumption. 

Finally, the resource usage is going to be monitored at runtime with the tools we have 
analysed in the previous section. For each of the identified hardware resources in Table 11 we 
can see how its usage can be obtained. 

6.3 Timing 

Timing bounds have similarities with the hardware resources explained in the previous 
subsection. Each real-time safety-related task has its own period and deadline. The deadline 
is lower than or equal to the period. The execution time of a task needs to be completed 
before the deadline, for this reason the Worst-Case Execution Time (WCET) [61] needs to be 
known. In this project we will use measurement based WCET solutions, since they are widely 
used in industrial practice, and to our knowledge there are no static analysis tools targeting 
such complex heterogeneous platforms as the ones we are considering. 

We are going to use two types of measurement-based timing analysis methods. The first one 
is the conventional Measurement Based Timing Analysis (MBTA), using an engineering margin, 
e.g. 20% used in the avionics industry [38], which has been proven safe for several decades of 
use in the sector. This engineering margin may be not applicable in every application running 
on the UP2DATE platforms, however our extensive monitoring services will be able to detect 
if the 20% margin is not enough, so that we can increase it. The second approach we are going 
to use is Measurement Based Probabilistic Timing Analysis (MBPTA) [60, 62]. However, 
UP2DATE platforms do not comply with the MBPTA requirements: a) execution time modelled 
by identical and distributed random variables and b) ensuring that the low-level sources of 
jitter used at analysis time are no better than the ones used at deployment time. In order to 
achieve this, we will employ software randomisation, which is a well-established technique in 
the literature to enable MBPTA on conventional architectures [63-66]. 

The timing budget which is going to be provided to each real-time partition is going to be in 
the beginning the full CPU capacity of the assigned CPUs to the partition, since we are going 
to start with an exclusive one to one assignment of partitions to cores. Later in the project, 
once we will have developed techniques to deal with contention in other resources, we may 
also consider sharing of CPUs between real-time partitions. 

Finally, the execution time of the real-time tasks is going to be obtained by a common to all 
partition, real-time clock, synchronised with the hypervisor’s real-time clock. In our particular 
case of the NVIDIA Xavier, where we used KVM, this is achieved with qemu’s command line 
option “-rtc base=localtime,clock=rt” which corresponds to libvirt’s wall clock policy. 
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6.4 Power and Temperature 

A feature of power and temperature monitoring is that usually they do not have a requirement 
per task or partition, but they are global requirements for the entire system. In a similar way, 
there is no power or temperature budget assigned to each partition. In terms of the system 
capacity, the power capacity is determined by the system specification for the particular 
power mode, as described by the user manual’s TDP (thermal design profile). In the case of 
NVIDIA Xavier, the manufacturer exposes different power modes ranging from 10 W to 30W. 
Similarly, each manufacturer provides a range of operating temperatures. Xavier can operate 
up to 190oC, however after 90oC software thermal protection mechanisms are enabled. 

Assuming that there is no specific sensor available on the platform, for measuring power 
consumption we have two options: relying on the power related performance counters, if they 
are available in the platform, or estimations based on power models. For instance, in the 
NVIDIA Xavier there are power performance counters that can provide the voltage and the 
current consumed by different components. However, the producer advices to poll these 
counters at most once per second in order to be reliable. In the case the platform does not 
provide power performance counters, or in the case that their maximum sampling frequency 
is not high enough, it is possible to build power models that estimate the power consumption 
based on the performance counters of hardware events.  

In a similar way we can access the temperature using the on-board sensor of the platform if it 
is available. 

6.5 Contention 

In order to guarantee that the CPU allocation for each partition is suitable, it is required to 
take into account also the interference caused by different applications running in parallel, 
known as contention bound. For this reason, the worst-case execution time (WCET) of a task 
can be split into two parts, one which is related to its execution per se and could be obtained 
if the task was executed alone in the system (in isolation), and a second part which includes 
the interference which the task can experience: 

WCET = WCET_isol + Contention bound 

This contention bound can be either fully time composable (FTC), i.e., maximum contention 
that can be caused in the current system regardless of the particular contenting applications, 
or partially time composable (PTC), i.e., the bound is only valid for a given configuration, e.g. 
for up to a specific number of contenders with particular behaviour (for instance, limited bus 
access rate) [67]. In order to obtain a fully composable WCET of a task with a measurement-
based timing analysis method, either conventional or probabilistic, it is enough to collect the 
measurements at analysis time which will be fed to the timing analysis process, by executing 
the task against the worst possible contention that can be experienced in the system. In order 
to do so, we need first to identify the interference channels of the platform [68]. 

For example, in the NVIDIA Xavier, the sources of interference have been identified to be in 
the shared elements between the different parts of the architecture: the shared L2 cache 
between the 2 CPUs in a cluster, the shared L3 cache between the 4 CPU clusters and the main 
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memory (DRAM) which is shared between the all the CPUs through the L3, between the GPU 
through the GPU L2 cache and the other accelerators present in the SoC (NVDLA-NVIDIA Deep 
Learning Accelerator, PVA - Programmable Vision Accelerator). In UP2DATE we will focus only 
on programs executed in the CPU and the GPU but not in the accelerators. Therefore, the 
process of measuring the execution time of a program while all the other CPUs and the GPU 
are executing worst case contender benchmarks, such that for each request to a shared 
resource the highest contention is always experienced, can provide a fully composable WCET. 
This means that this value is going to hold for any task that can be potentially executed at the 
same time with the application under analysis. Despite this important benefit, which makes 
the WCET completely independent from the rest of the applications running in the system, 
this value is usually overly pessimistic. 

For the partial time composable WCET, we perform the analysis with a reduced configuration. 
For example, we can perform the measurements using only 3 worst case contenders. This will 
result in a WCET which will be valid for any configuration at deployment which uses 3 or less 
CPUs. Another possibility is to use all CPUs but instead of worst case contenders to assume 
that no task executed in any contending CPU will exceed a certain threshold in the generated 
interference compared to the worst case one, e.g. 20% [67]. In that case, the WCET will be 
valid for any configuration in which the interference generated by each task does not exceed 
this limit. This will be monitored at runtime through our monitoring facilities and will be 
enforced by our guardian services if the threshold has been exceeded. 

Finally, another version of partial timing composability can be achieved when we know the 
exact applications that will run or at least their interference characteristics [69, 70]. If we 
select exact applications, then if any of the partition is updated and results to higher 
consumption of a shared resource, then we will need to repeat the analysis. However, if we 
provide upper bounds of the characteristics of the actual applications (“signatures”), if these 
values remain valid after an update, the WCET will be still valid. 

Next, we examine some of the interference channels that exist in UP2DATE platforms and we 
show how their contention can be measured. 

6.5.1 Bus / Interconnect 

Buses and interconnects are used in MPSoCs in order to connect various hardware 
components. For example, they are used to connect caches to the next level of hierarchy, such 
as shared cache to main memory. 

Concerning system bus, the traffic in the buses is generated by the cache misses in the private 
caches. Ideally we would like to have these accesses broken down to different types of 
memory accesses (instruction, data, loads, stores, dirty stores, atomics, cache coherence 
invalidations) in order to be able to apply the methods of [67]. Otherwise, we need to find an 
upper bound of the different events from a combination of other cache metrics, as the authors 
in the same work do for some of the events. In the particular case of the Xavier which features 
both shared L2 and L3 caches, there is a separate bus which connects L1 caches to the L2, and 
another bus which connects the L2 caches to the L3. As presented in the previous chapter, 
Carmel exposes additional L2 performance counters to count bus events and differentiate the 
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types of events in the L2 cache, as well as traffic to the L3 cache. However, neither the bus nor 
the L3 cache counters are working properly in our platform. Based on our analysis, there are 
no metrics which count how many accesses are performed in the system bus from a different 
cache/core, but the events are reported in an aggregated manner. Therefore, the only solution 
is to observe these metrics in isolation (e.g., per task/per core), so that the difference comes 
from contenders. 

Regarding memory bus and controller, the traffic that is generated comes from the cache 
misses in the shared caches. Like in the previous case, ideally, we would like to have them 
broken down to different types of memory accesses (instruction, data, loads, stores, dirty 
stores, atomics, cache coherence invalidations). Some SoCs e.g. NXP P4080/P2080 provide 
performance counters for the memory controller, although they are not accessible without 
expensive licenses, tools and NDAs. However, in NVIDIA Xavier there are no such performance 
counters, therefore we need to find an upper bound to the traffic generated in this bus by the 
L3 events. Again, based on our analysis, there is no way to differentiate which events come 
from which cache/core. Thus, the only solution is to observe these metrics in isolation (per 
task/per core), so that the difference comes from contenders. 

6.5.2 DRAM 

Usually in SoCs DRAM is accessed by all its hardware computational elements. The NVIDIA 
Xavier features several accelerators which use the DRAM. These include the CPUs, the GPU, 
the NVDLA and the PVA. As mentioned in the previous section, the Xavier does not have 
counters for the memory controller or the memory bus. For this reason, we need to compute 
the DRAM accesses from the counters of the other components. Since in UP2DATE we will not 
make use of the NVDLA and the PVA, we will only need to take into consideration the traffic 
generated by the L3 cache and the GPU. The analysis we carried out, based on the available 
performance counters, indicates that it is not possible to differentiate from which core the 
traffic is generated. Therefore, the only solution is to observe these metrics in isolation (per 
task/per core), so that the difference comes from contenders. However, we can tell which 
events come from the CPU and which one from the GPU. 

6.5.3 Cache 

In the caches we can have interference either in caches which are shared or private (local) 
ones. In the case of shared caches, the interference comes from: 

▪ Evictions due to the fact that the cache space is shared with another processor/task. 
For this this reason, we need to track the number of evictions for each cache, ideally 
broken down to their root cause e.g., dirty or clean evictions, evictions due to 
coherency protocol etc. 

▪ In case that there are concurrent accesses to a shared bus, these events are 
attributed in the metrics of the system bus, which provides the entry point to the 
cache. 

In the case of private/local caches the interference comes from the cache coherency protocol, 
which can cause evictions to shared data contained in the caches. 
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Ideally, performance counters measuring the coherency events could be used. However, the 
analysis we performed does not show any counters related to coherency in ARMv8 
specification. For this reason, we can only observe the events in isolation and under 
contention to derive their exact numbers or upper bounds. 

6.5.4 Addressable I/O devices 

Shared devices in the system can introduce interference for coordinating the access to them, 
e.g. using locking mechanisms to ensure mutual exclusion for the access or delays due to the 
generated interrupts. According to our analysis, there is no metric available for these events, 
e.g. for locking or interrupt contention, except monitoring timing overhead. However, the 
approach we have decided to follow, at least for the initial phase of our implementation, is 
not to share anything that can be partitioned, in order to simplify our work and following with 
best safety practices where critical functions are allocated exclusive resources. For example, 
each device will be exclusively assigned to a partition, therefore no contention will be 
expected. 

6.6 Update process properties 

The update execution process, defined in deliverable D3.2, describes a safe and secure update 
process. Related to the update process itself as well as to the corresponding update file a set 
of properties have been defined within deliverable D3.1 (e.g., update target and timeframe; 
update file type, version, and integrity). Specifications for these properties (e.g., required file 
type or update target, version compatibility/coherency list, update timeframe) are defined at 
design time and provided together with the update as associated metadata. Runtime data 
related to these process properties is then compared against the specification. The following 
subsections provide detailed information for each update process property. 

6.6.1 Update file type 

According to the update granularity and update target, the required file type is defined at 
design time and provided with the update as associated metadata. Before the update release, 
the actual update file type shall be obtained from the update header, which is compared with 
the required file type. For example, before we update an image of a partition, we ensure that 
the partition image of the update has the same file type as the one that it replaces. These 
checks can be performed with a simple script that will compare file name extensions. 

6.6.2 Update target 

The required update target is defined at design time and provided as other specification 
information within the update metadata. The update metadata will contain a description of 
the metadata in a structured text form, e.g., with an xml or json file. The update target is going 
to be specified as part of these data, e.g., it will contain the name of the partition that it is 
going to be replaced. This can be checked with a simple script that will compare the filenames 
of the targets and will replace the one that matches its name. 
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6.6.3 Update file and component version 

Concerning the compatibility and coherency of the update version with the rest of the system 
components’ versions, a version compatibility/coherency list shall be defined at design time 
and provided together with the update file (metadata). Before the update deployment, 
version compatibility and coherency shall be checked. To this end, the update/rollback version 
as well as every component’s version is required. The former can be obtained from the 
update/rollback file header, whereas the latter is obtained from the update manager 
metadata log.  

6.6.4 Update File integrity 

To ensure that valid software elements and data are deployed in the target device, before the 
installation step in the update cycle, the integrity of the update file shall be verified. To this 
end, a trusted baseline CRC code for the update file is provided as metadata with the update 
file. To ensure the update file integrity before its installation, the CRC is computed and 
compared to the baseline values. This can be checked with command line utilities integrated 
into a verification script. 

6.6.5 Update timeframe 

The delivery of updates shall be accomplished within the update timeframe. According to the 
update nature, granularity, and criticality among others, a maximum update timeframe is 
defined at design time an provided as update metadata. The update status information service 
in the server shall continuously measure the time elapsed since the update was available in 
the repository and compare it to the maximum update timeframe to ensure that this is not 
exceeded.  

6.6.6 Security Audit 

From a security point of view, once the system is deployed, a continuous policy compliance 
evaluation and known vulnerabilities scanning shall be accomplished. To this end, a security 
audit is periodically performed, in which security breaches are detected. An SCAP XCCDF file 
is created in which the rules to be verified are specified. Usually, different profiles (group of 
rules to be checked) can be defined: 

▪ Standards compliance (i.e., ANSSI, STIG, PCI-DSS, NIST, IEC 62443-4-2) 

▪ Known vulnerabilities  

▪ Own requirements 

This process can manually be carried out using a graphical tool (i.e. SCAP workbench) or by 
means of an automatic security monitoring system (i.e. Wazuh). The auditing period is usually 
driven by market forces and the organizations security policy. After the audit, the compliance 
scoring (percentage) against the defined rules is obtained. 
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6.7 Summary of SASE metrics 

Table 11: Summary of SASE metrics 

SASE property Metric Tool Measurement Method 

System 
resources 

CPU 

Requirement 
Required number of CPU(s), 

private / shared, portion 
top 

Observe it offline, deadline misses. 
Increase requirement until it is satisfied 

[60] 

Budget Assigned CPUs and portion libvirt Virtual Machine configuration 

Capacity Total amount of CPUs 
cpuinfo/ 

libvirt 
Directly from /proc/cpuinfo in host /kvm 

Usage 
Used CPUs (number of 

CPUs), used portion of each 
CPU (percentage) 

top 

From guest (particular task or whole 
partition) or KVM (whole partition) 

Use system command: 

top 

GPU 

Requirement Required number of GPU(s) nvidia-smi 
Observe it offline, deadline misses. 

Increase requirement until it is satisfied 
[60] 

Budget Assigned GPUs libvirt Virtual Machine configuration 

Capacity Total amount of GPUs nvidia-smi 

From Docker guest use the command: 
nvidia-smi --query-gpu=name --

format=csv,noheader|wc –l 
or 

/usr/local/cuda-
10.2/samples/1_Utilities/deviceQuery/de

viceQuery 
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SASE property Metric Tool Measurement Method 

Usage 
Used GPUs (number of 

GPUs), used portion of the 
GPU (percentage) 

tegrastats 
From Docker guest use the tegrastats 

command: 

Memory 

Requirement 
Required amount of memory 

size 
top/free: 

Observe it offline, crashes. Increase 
requirement until it is satisfied [60] 

Budget Assigned memory size libvirt Virtual Machine configuration 

Capacity Total amount of memory top From top in host /kvm 

Usage Used memory size top/free 
From guest (particular task or whole 

partition)  

I/O devices 

Requirement 
Which devices need to be 

accessed 
-- Part of the partition specification. 

Budget 
Exclusive: whether a device 

is assigned 
-- Assigned/Not assigned 

Capacity 
Which and how many 
devices are available 

libvirt Virtual Machine configuration 

Usage Used I/O devices 
Device 
specific 

Particular utilities related to the device. 
E.g. tools to communicate/ program a 

device. 

Network 

Requirement 
Required amount of 

bandwidth 
-- Part of the partition specification 

Budget 
Assigned in inbound and 

outbound bandwidth 
libvirt Configuration in the VM using libvirt 

Capacity 
Upperbound from device 

specification or bandwidth 
test 

cat 

Use system command: 
cat /sys/class/net/<interface>/speed 

Usage 
Delivered bandwidth, link 
status, average packet size 

ip Use system command: 
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SASE property Metric Tool Measurement Method 

Inter-partition 
communication 

Requirement 
Required size 

(MMIO)/bandwidth(network
) 

-- Part of the partition specification 

Budget 
Assigned MMIO/network 

bandwidth 
libvirt Virtual Machine configuration 

Capacity 
Available shared 

memory/available 
cat 

Use system command: 
cat /proc/sys/kernel/shmmax  

Usage Used shared memory ipcs 
Use system command: 

ipcs -m 

Timing 

WCET Time 
PAPI/perf/ 

nvprof 
execution time, with MBTA or MBPTA 

Timing requirements 
Event repetition time (with 

offset and jitter) 
Reaction delay 

N.A Part of the partition specification 

Timing budget Time N.A Specification 

Processor time capacity Percentage N.A Percentage over a period of time 

Execution time 
Elapsed time = Task end time 

- Task start time 
PAPI/perf/ 

nvprof 

Performance Monitors Cycle Counter 
Register PMC (ARMv8) 

clock_gettime() 
 SW event (Linux) 

Timing behaviour 
Event repetition time (with 

offset and jitter) 
Reaction delay 

PAPI/perf/ 
nvprof 

Performance Monitors Cycle Counter 
Register PMC (ARMv8) 

clock_gettime() 
 SW event (Linux) 

Power and 
Temperature 

Power specification Watt N.A. 
TDP (Thermal Design Power) / 

Performance mode 
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SASE property Metric Tool Measurement Method 

Power consumption Watt PAPI/perf 
Power performance counters: Current * 

voltage 

Temperature specification Degrees Celcius N.A. Thermal specification from Manual 

Runtime Temperature Degrees Celcius tegrastats Use tegrastats command 

Contention 

Configured contenders 
Number of parallel cores 
active in same time slot 

N.A Host schedule 

Bus / 
Interconnect 

Interference 
estimate 

Number of accesses over 
time 

PAPI/perf/ 
nvprof 

Misses, evictions/invalidations, snooping 
from the cache attached to the bus. 

Breakdown per type 

Supported 
interference 

bound 

Computed bounds based on 
observed values at analysis 

PAPI/perf/ 
nvprof 

Using worst case contenders, or 
configurable partially time composable 

contenders 

Caused 
interference 

Use the collected 
information at analysis time. 
This information can be 
considered to derive a 
template for a tighter 
partially time composable 
bound for the WCET of other 
tasks. 

PAPI/perf/ 
nvprof 

Same as interference estimate 

DRAM 

Interference 
estimate 

Accesses per time, from 
components connected to it 

PAPI/perf/ 
nvprof 

Misses from the structures connected to 
it (e.g. LLC and GPU) 

Supported 
interference 

bound 

Computed with worst case 
contenders or partially time 

composable ones. 
PAPI/perf 

Using worst case contenders, or 
configurable partially time composable 

contenders 

Caused 
interference 

Same with the case of the 
bus 

PAPI/perf Same as interference estimate 
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SASE property Metric Tool Measurement Method 

Cache 

Interference 
estimate 

Number of accesses over 
time 

PAPI/perf 
Misses, evictions/invalidations, snooping 

from the cache attached to the bus. 
Breakdown per type 

Supported 
interference 

bound 

Computed bounds based on 
observed values at analysis. 

PAPI/perf 
Using worst case contenders, or 

configurable partially time composable 
contenders 

Caused 
interference 

Use the collected 
information at analysis time. 
This information can be 
considered to derive a 
template for a tighter 
partially time composable 
bound for the WCET of other 
tasks. 

PAPI/perf Same as interference estimate 

GPU 

Interference 
estimate 

No interference, exclusive 
assignment to one partition 

N.A N.A. 

Supported 
interference 

bound 

No interference, exclusive 
assignment to one partition 

N.A N.A. 

Caused 
interference 

No interference, exclusive 
assignment to one partition 

N.A N.A. 

I/O devices 

Interference 
estimate 

No interference, exclusive 
assignment of devices to 

CPUs 
N.A N.A. 

Supported 
interference 

bound 

No interference, exclusive 
assignment of devices to 

CPUs 
N.A N.A. 
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SASE property Metric Tool Measurement Method 

Caused 
interference 

No interference, exclusive 
assignment of devices to 

CPUs 
N.A N.A. 

Update 
process 

Update file 
type 

Required 
File type according to 

granularity and update 
target 

N.A Update metadata 

Actual Update file type N.A Update file header 

Update target 

Required 
ID/filename of the required 
update target (i.e., gateway 

partition or end-device) 
N.A Update metadata 

Actual 
ID/filename of the actual 

update target (i.e., gateway 
partition or end-device) 

N.A Update manager information 

Update file and 
component 

version 

Version 
compatibility 
/ coherency 

list 

List of compatible / coherent 
other system components’ 

version 
N.A Update metadata 

Update / 
rollback 
version 

Version of the update file in 
the repository 

N.A Update file header 

Component 
version 

Version of the software 
version running on each 

component in the system 
N.A Update manager information 

Update file 
integrity 

Baseline CRC 
trusted CRC code for the 

update file 
N.A Update metadata 

Current CRC 
CRC code of the update file 

at a given time instance 
Command 
line tool 

Computed in the gateway before 
installation 
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SASE property Metric Tool Measurement Method 

Process 
Coherency 

Required 
update 
process 

Update process defined 
considering update 
dynamicity, update 

dependencies, update 
targets, update order 

N.A Update metadata 

Actual 
update 
process 

each step that has already 
been fulfilled in the update 

process 
N.A 

Update process LOG file in the gateway 
update middleware 

Update 
Timeframe 

Maximum 

Maximum allowed 
timeframe according to 

update nature, granularity, 
and criticality 

N.A Update metadata 

Current 
time elapsed since the 

update was available in the 
server 

N.A 

Update status information service in the 
server measures the time elapse since 

the update was available in the 
repository 

Security Audit Compliance scoring N.A 
Passed rules in the checklist. SCAP XCCDF 

file. 
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7 CONCLUSIONS 

In this deliverable we exposed the theoretical basis of the monitoring architecture of 
UP2DATE. Starting from an analysis of the state of the art from the points of view of both the 
scientific literature and relevant standards, we derived the founding concepts behind the 
definition of SASE metrics. This definition is further consolidated by the theoretical and 
experimental analysis on hardware and software event recording, that in this document has 
been grounded to the NVIDIA Jetson Xavier board and the ARMv8 architecture. In this way we 
defined which is the key information that will be monitored to ensure safe and secure 
software updates and how it can be gathered. 

The analysis carried out on the available hardware and software monitoring mechanisms of 
the platforms allows us to select a list of tools to measure each SASE metric. Table 12 
summarises the results of the analysis. 

Table 12: Summary of tools used for monitoring 

Target SASE property Tool 

Hardware resource: 
Requirements 

PAPI (hardware events) and perf (software events), nvprof 
(GPU hardware events) 

Hardware resource: 
Budget 

Virtual machine configuration (libvirt) 

Hardware resource: 
Capacity 

Various system commands: 
cat + specific resource, top, nvidia-smi, ip 

Hardware resource: 
Usage 

PAPI (hardware events) and perf (software events), nvprof 
(GPU hardware events) 

Timing Linux SW events and PAPI, nvprof (GPU hardware events) 

Power and Temperature On board sensors and NVIDIA specific commands (tegrastats) 

Contention PAPI (hardware events), nvprof (GPU hardware events) 

 

Moreover, jointly with WP3 (see D3.2) we defined a system architecture that implements a 
monitoring strategy based on the SASE metrics. The architecture provides the means to 
perform online and offline monitoring activities. Online monitoring is the set of tasks 
performed in real-time on the platform that allows a quick and deterministic response to 
detected anomalies, thus allowing the system to reach a safe state. On the contrary the 
purpose of offline monitoring is to gather information and send it over to a remote server for 
automatic or manual inspection for security fingerprinting and design optimization. The 
definition of the architecture, jointly with the analysis of monitoring mechanisms are our main 
contribution to the field of MPSoC monitoring. Indeed, as reported in the review of the state 
of the art in Chapter 3, there are several works that deal with platform monitoring with PMC. 
However, to the extent of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to provide a unified 
framework that enables not only the application of many monitoring techniques but that 
actually apply monitoring concepts to over the air software updates. 
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The next steps of WP5 will be focused on the definition and the implementation of control 
services which will be used for providing guarantees for both safety and security. As a parallel 
activity we will continue with the analysis of the platforms left out in this first phase, namely 
the Xilinx Zynq Ultrascale and AURIX Tricore. Finally, the end device platform which we will 
use for the railway use case (Freescale MPC8569) will not be analysed due to the limited effort 
of the project, but we will use the monitoring framework already implemented by CAF. 
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ANNEX A: LIST OF EVENTS SUPPORTED BY FTRACE 

gk20a:gk20a_channel_open 
gk20a:gk20a_channel_release 
gk20a:gk20a_pm_unrailgate 
gk20a:gk20a_finalize_poweron 
gk20a:gk20a_finalize_poweron_done 
gk20a:gk20a_mm_l2_invalidate 
gk20a:gk20a_mm_l2_invalidate_done 
gk20a:gk20a_mm_l2_flush 
gk20a:gk20a_mm_l2_flush_done 
gk20a:gk20a_mm_tlb_invalidate 
gk20a:gk20a_mm_tlb_invalidate_done 
gk20a:gk20a_mm_fb_flush 
gk20a:gk20a_mm_fb_flush_done 
gk20a:mc_gk20a_intr_thread_stall 
gk20a:mc_gk20a_intr_thread_stall_done 
gk20a:mc_gk20a_intr_stall 
gk20a:mc_gk20a_intr_stall_done 
gk20a:gr_gk20a_handle_sw_method 
gk20a:gk20a_channel_update 
gk20a:gk20a_free_channel 
gk20a:gk20a_open_new_channel 
gk20a:gk20a_release_used_channel 
gk20a:gk20a_channel_get 
gk20a:gk20a_channel_put 
gk20a:gk20a_channel_put_nofree 
gk20a:gk20a_channel_sched_defaults 
gk20a:gk20a_channel_set_priority 
gk20a:gk20a_channel_set_runlist_interleave 
gk20a:gk20a_channel_set_timeslice 
gk20a:gk20a_channel_set_timeout 
gk20a:gk20a_push_cmdbuf 
gk20a:gk20a_channel_submit_gpfifo 
gk20a:gk20a_channel_submitted_gpfifo 
gk20a:gk20a_reschedule_preempt_next 
gk20a:gk20a_reschedule_preempted_next 
gk20a:gk20a_channel_reset 
gk20a:gk20a_as_dev_open 
gk20a:gk20a_as_dev_release 
gk20a:gk20a_as_ioctl_bind_channel 
gk20a:gk20a_as_ioctl_alloc_space 
gk20a:gk20a_as_ioctl_free_space 
gk20a:gk20a_as_ioctl_map_buffer 
gk20a:gk20a_as_ioctl_unmap_buffer 
gk20a:gk20a_as_ioctl_get_va_regions 
gk20a:gk20a_mmu_fault 
gk20a:gk20a_ltc_cbc_ctrl_start 
gk20a:gk20a_ltc_cbc_ctrl_done 
gk20a:gk20a_cde_remove_ctx 
gk20a:gk20a_cde_release 
gk20a:gk20a_cde_get_context 
gk20a:gk20a_cde_allocate_context 
gk20a:gk20a_cde_finished_ctx_cb 
raw_syscalls:sys_exit 
raw_syscalls:sys_enter 
ipi:ipi_exit 
ipi:ipi_entry 
ipi:ipi_raise 
emulation:instruction_emulation 
dmadebug:dmadebug_unmap_sg 
dmadebug:dmadebug_map_sg 
dmadebug:dmadebug_unmap_page 
dmadebug:dmadebug_map_page 
dmadebug:dmadebug_free_attrs 
dmadebug:dmadebug_alloc_attrs 
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pagefault:pagefault_exit 
pagefault:pagefault_entry 
kvm:kvm_halt_poll_ns 
kvm:kvm_age_page 
kvm:kvm_fpu 
kvm:kvm_mmio 
kvm:kvm_ack_irq 
kvm:kvm_set_irq 
kvm:kvm_vcpu_wakeup 
kvm:kvm_userspace_exit 
kvm:kvm_toggle_cache 
kvm:kvm_set_way_flush 
kvm:kvm_hvc 
kvm:kvm_test_age_hva 
kvm:kvm_age_hva 
kvm:kvm_set_spte_hva 
kvm:kvm_unmap_hva_range 
kvm:kvm_unmap_hva 
kvm:kvm_wfx 
kvm:kvm_emulate_cp15_imp 
kvm:kvm_mmio_emulate 
kvm:kvm_irq_line 
kvm:kvm_access_fault 
kvm:kvm_guest_fault 
kvm:kvm_exit 
kvm:kvm_entry 
kvm:kvm_set_guest_debug 
kvm:kvm_handle_sys_reg 
kvm:trap_reg 
kvm:kvm_arm_set_regset 
kvm:kvm_arm_set_dreg32 
kvm:kvm_arm_clear_debug 
kvm:kvm_arm_setup_debug 
kvm:kvm_hvc_arm64 
kvm:kvm_wfx_arm64 
kvm:kvm_timer_update_irq 
kvm:vgic_update_irq_pending 
task:task_rename 
task:task_newtask 
cpuhp:cpuhp_exit 
cpuhp:cpuhp_multi_enter 
cpuhp:cpuhp_enter 
irq:softirq_raise 
irq:softirq_exit 
irq:softirq_entry 
irq:irq_handler_exit 
irq:irq_handler_entry 
signal:signal_deliver 
signal:signal_generate 
workqueue:workqueue_execute_end 
workqueue:workqueue_execute_start 
workqueue:workqueue_activate_work 
workqueue:workqueue_queue_work 
sched:sched_overutilized 
sched:sched_tune_filter 
sched:sched_find_best_target 
sched:sched_boost_task 
sched:sched_tune_boostgroup_update 
sched:sched_tune_tasks_update 
sched:sched_boost_cpu 
sched:sched_tune_config 
sched:sched_load_avg_cpu 
sched:sched_load_avg_task 
sched:sched_contrib_scale_f 
sched:sched_wake_idle_without_ipi 
sched:sched_swap_numa 
sched:sched_stick_numa 
sched:sched_move_numa 
sched:sched_process_hang 
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sched:sched_pi_setprio 
sched:sched_stat_runtime 
sched:sched_blocked_reason 
sched:sched_stat_blocked 
sched:sched_stat_iowait 
sched:sched_stat_sleep 
sched:sched_stat_wait 
sched:sched_process_exec 
sched:sched_process_fork 
sched:sched_process_wait 
sched:sched_wait_task 
sched:sched_process_exit 
sched:sched_process_free 
sched:sched_migrate_task 
sched:sched_switch 
sched:sched_wakeup_new 
sched:sched_wakeup 
sched:sched_waking 
sched:sched_kthread_stop_ret 
sched:sched_kthread_stop 
printk:console 
rcu:rcu_utilization 
timer:tick_stop 
timer:itimer_expire 
timer:itimer_state 
timer:hrtimer_cancel 
timer:hrtimer_expire_exit 
timer:hrtimer_expire_entry 
timer:hrtimer_start 
timer:hrtimer_init 
timer:timer_cancel 
timer:timer_expire_exit 
timer:timer_expire_entry 
timer:timer_start 
timer:timer_init 
module:module_request 
module:module_put 
module:module_get 
module:module_free 
module:module_load 
cgroup:cgroup_transfer_tasks 
cgroup:cgroup_attach_task 
cgroup:cgroup_rename 
cgroup:cgroup_release 
cgroup:cgroup_rmdir 
cgroup:cgroup_mkdir 
cgroup:cgroup_remount 
cgroup:cgroup_destroy_root 
cgroup:cgroup_setup_root 
power:powergate 
power:dev_pm_qos_remove_request 
power:dev_pm_qos_update_request 
power:dev_pm_qos_add_request 
power:pm_qos_update_flags 
power:pm_qos_update_target 
power:pm_qos_update_request_timeout 
power:pm_qos_remove_request 
power:pm_qos_update_request 
power:pm_qos_add_request 
power:power_domain_target 
power:clock_set_parent 
power:clock_set_rate 
power:clock_disable 
power:clock_enable 
power:wakeup_source_deactivate 
power:wakeup_source_activate 
power:suspend_resume 
power:device_pm_callback_end 
power:device_pm_callback_start 
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power:cpu_capacity 
power:cpu_frequency_limits 
power:cpu_frequency 
power:cpu_hotplug 
power:pstate_sample 
power:powernv_throttle 
power:cpu_idle 
rpm:rpm_return_int 
rpm:rpm_idle 
rpm:rpm_resume 
rpm:rpm_suspend 
context_tracking:user_exit 
context_tracking:user_enter 
filemap:mm_filemap_add_to_page_cache 
filemap:mm_filemap_delete_from_page_cache 
oom:oom_score_adj_update 
pagemap:mm_lru_activate 
pagemap:mm_lru_insertion 
vmscan:mm_vmscan_lru_shrink_inactive 
vmscan:mm_vmscan_writepage 
vmscan:mm_vmscan_memcg_isolate 
vmscan:mm_vmscan_lru_isolate 
vmscan:mm_shrink_slab_end 
vmscan:mm_shrink_slab_start 
vmscan:mm_vmscan_memcg_softlimit_reclaim_end 
vmscan:mm_vmscan_memcg_reclaim_end 
vmscan:mm_vmscan_direct_reclaim_end 
vmscan:mm_vmscan_memcg_softlimit_reclaim_begin 
vmscan:mm_vmscan_direct_reclaim_begin 
vmscan:mm_vmscan_wakeup_kswapd 
vmscan:mm_vmscan_kswapd_wake 
vmscan:mm_vmscan_kswapd_sleep 
kmem:mm_page_alloc_extfrag 
kmem:mm_page_pcpu_drain 
kmem:mm_page_alloc_zone_locked 
kmem:mm_page_alloc 
kmem:mm_page_free_batched 
kmem:mm_page_free 
kmem:kmem_cache_free 
kmem:kfree 
kmem:kmem_cache_alloc_node 
kmem:kmalloc_node 
kmem:kmem_cache_alloc 
kmem:kmalloc 
compaction:mm_compaction_kcompactd_wake 
compaction:mm_compaction_wakeup_kcompactd 
compaction:mm_compaction_kcompactd_sleep 
compaction:mm_compaction_defer_reset 
compaction:mm_compaction_defer_compaction 
compaction:mm_compaction_deferred 
compaction:mm_compaction_suitable 
compaction:mm_compaction_finished 
compaction:mm_compaction_try_to_compact_pages 
compaction:mm_compaction_end 
compaction:mm_compaction_begin 
compaction:mm_compaction_migratepages 
compaction:mm_compaction_isolate_freepages 
compaction:mm_compaction_isolate_migratepages 
migrate:mm_numa_migrate_ratelimit 
migrate:mm_migrate_pages 
page_isolation:test_pages_isolated 
cma:cma_release 
cma:cma_alloc 
writeback:sb_clear_inode_writeback 
writeback:sb_mark_inode_writeback 
writeback:writeback_dirty_inode_enqueue 
writeback:writeback_lazytime_iput 
writeback:writeback_lazytime 
writeback:writeback_single_inode 
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writeback:writeback_single_inode_start 
writeback:writeback_wait_iff_congested 
writeback:writeback_congestion_wait 
writeback:writeback_sb_inodes_requeue 
writeback:balance_dirty_pages 
writeback:bdi_dirty_ratelimit 
writeback:global_dirty_state 
writeback:writeback_queue_io 
writeback:wbc_writepage 
writeback:writeback_bdi_register 
writeback:writeback_wake_background 
writeback:writeback_nowork 
writeback:writeback_pages_written 
writeback:writeback_wait 
writeback:writeback_written 
writeback:writeback_start 
writeback:writeback_exec 
writeback:writeback_queue 
writeback:writeback_write_inode 
writeback:writeback_write_inode_start 
writeback:writeback_dirty_inode 
writeback:writeback_dirty_inode_start 
writeback:writeback_mark_inode_dirty 
writeback:writeback_dirty_page 
android_fs:android_fs_datawrite_end 
android_fs:android_fs_datawrite_start 
android_fs:android_fs_dataread_end 
android_fs:android_fs_dataread_start 
filelock:generic_add_lease 
filelock:time_out_leases 
filelock:generic_delete_lease 
filelock:break_lease_unblock 
filelock:break_lease_block 
filelock:break_lease_noblock 
filelock:locks_remove_posix 
filelock:fcntl_setlk 
filelock:posix_lock_inode 
filelock:locks_get_lock_context 
ext4:ext4_es_shrink 
ext4:ext4_insert_range 
ext4:ext4_collapse_range 
ext4:ext4_es_shrink_scan_exit 
ext4:ext4_es_shrink_scan_enter 
ext4:ext4_es_shrink_count 
ext4:ext4_es_lookup_extent_exit 
ext4:ext4_es_lookup_extent_enter 
ext4:ext4_es_find_delayed_extent_range_exit 
ext4:ext4_es_find_delayed_extent_range_enter 
ext4:ext4_es_remove_extent 
ext4:ext4_es_cache_extent 
ext4:ext4_es_insert_extent 
ext4:ext4_ext_remove_space_done 
ext4:ext4_ext_remove_space 
ext4:ext4_ext_rm_idx 
ext4:ext4_ext_rm_leaf 
ext4:ext4_remove_blocks 
ext4:ext4_ext_show_extent 
ext4:ext4_get_reserved_cluster_alloc 
ext4:ext4_find_delalloc_range 
ext4:ext4_ext_in_cache 
ext4:ext4_ext_put_in_cache 
ext4:ext4_get_implied_cluster_alloc_exit 
ext4:ext4_ext_handle_unwritten_extents 
ext4:ext4_trim_all_free 
ext4:ext4_trim_extent 
ext4:ext4_journal_start_reserved 
ext4:ext4_journal_start 
ext4:ext4_load_inode 
ext4:ext4_ext_load_extent 
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ext4:ext4_ind_map_blocks_exit 
ext4:ext4_ext_map_blocks_exit 
ext4:ext4_ind_map_blocks_enter 
ext4:ext4_ext_map_blocks_enter 
ext4:ext4_ext_convert_to_initialized_fastpath 
ext4:ext4_ext_convert_to_initialized_enter 
ext4:ext4_truncate_exit 
ext4:ext4_truncate_enter 
ext4:ext4_unlink_exit 
ext4:ext4_unlink_enter 
ext4:ext4_fallocate_exit 
ext4:ext4_zero_range 
ext4:ext4_punch_hole 
ext4:ext4_fallocate_enter 
ext4:ext4_direct_IO_exit 
ext4:ext4_direct_IO_enter 
ext4:ext4_load_inode_bitmap 
ext4:ext4_read_block_bitmap_load 
ext4:ext4_mb_buddy_bitmap_load 
ext4:ext4_mb_bitmap_load 
ext4:ext4_da_release_space 
ext4:ext4_da_reserve_space 
ext4:ext4_da_update_reserve_space 
ext4:ext4_forget 
ext4:ext4_mballoc_free 
ext4:ext4_mballoc_discard 
ext4:ext4_mballoc_prealloc 
ext4:ext4_mballoc_alloc 
ext4:ext4_alloc_da_blocks 
ext4:ext4_sync_fs 
ext4:ext4_sync_file_exit 
ext4:ext4_sync_file_enter 
ext4:ext4_free_blocks 
ext4:ext4_allocate_blocks 
ext4:ext4_request_blocks 
ext4:ext4_mb_discard_preallocations 
ext4:ext4_discard_preallocations 
ext4:ext4_mb_release_group_pa 
ext4:ext4_mb_release_inode_pa 
ext4:ext4_mb_new_group_pa 
ext4:ext4_mb_new_inode_pa 
ext4:ext4_discard_blocks 
ext4:ext4_journalled_invalidatepage 
ext4:ext4_invalidatepage 
ext4:ext4_releasepage 
ext4:ext4_readpage 
ext4:ext4_writepage 
ext4:ext4_writepages_result 
ext4:ext4_da_write_pages_extent 
ext4:ext4_da_write_pages 
ext4:ext4_writepages 
ext4:ext4_da_write_end 
ext4:ext4_journalled_write_end 
ext4:ext4_write_end 
ext4:ext4_da_write_begin 
ext4:ext4_write_begin 
ext4:ext4_begin_ordered_truncate 
ext4:ext4_mark_inode_dirty 
ext4:ext4_drop_inode 
ext4:ext4_evict_inode 
ext4:ext4_allocate_inode 
ext4:ext4_request_inode 
ext4:ext4_free_inode 
ext4:ext4_other_inode_update_time 
jbd2:jbd2_lock_buffer_stall 
jbd2:jbd2_write_superblock 
jbd2:jbd2_update_log_tail 
jbd2:jbd2_checkpoint_stats 
jbd2:jbd2_run_stats 
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jbd2:jbd2_handle_stats 
jbd2:jbd2_handle_extend 
jbd2:jbd2_handle_start 
jbd2:jbd2_submit_inode_data 
jbd2:jbd2_end_commit 
jbd2:jbd2_drop_transaction 
jbd2:jbd2_commit_logging 
jbd2:jbd2_commit_flushing 
jbd2:jbd2_commit_locking 
jbd2:jbd2_start_commit 
jbd2:jbd2_checkpoint 
nfs:nfs_sillyrename_unlink 
nfs:nfs_sillyrename_rename 
nfs:nfs_rename_exit 
nfs:nfs_rename_enter 
nfs:nfs_link_exit 
nfs:nfs_link_enter 
nfs:nfs_symlink_exit 
nfs:nfs_symlink_enter 
nfs:nfs_unlink_exit 
nfs:nfs_unlink_enter 
nfs:nfs_remove_exit 
nfs:nfs_remove_enter 
nfs:nfs_rmdir_exit 
nfs:nfs_rmdir_enter 
nfs:nfs_mkdir_exit 
nfs:nfs_mkdir_enter 
nfs:nfs_mknod_exit 
nfs:nfs_mknod_enter 
nfs:nfs_create_exit 
nfs:nfs_create_enter 
nfs:nfs_atomic_open_exit 
nfs:nfs_atomic_open_enter 
nfs:nfs_lookup_revalidate_exit 
nfs:nfs_lookup_revalidate_enter 
nfs:nfs_lookup_exit 
nfs:nfs_lookup_enter 
nfs:nfs_access_exit 
nfs:nfs_access_enter 
nfs:nfs_fsync_exit 
nfs:nfs_fsync_enter 
nfs:nfs_writeback_inode_exit 
nfs:nfs_writeback_inode_enter 
nfs:nfs_writeback_page_exit 
nfs:nfs_writeback_page_enter 
nfs:nfs_setattr_exit 
nfs:nfs_setattr_enter 
nfs:nfs_getattr_exit 
nfs:nfs_getattr_enter 
nfs:nfs_invalidate_mapping_exit 
nfs:nfs_invalidate_mapping_enter 
nfs:nfs_revalidate_inode_exit 
nfs:nfs_revalidate_inode_enter 
nfs:nfs_refresh_inode_exit 
nfs:nfs_refresh_inode_enter 
block:block_rq_remap 
block:block_bio_remap 
block:block_split 
block:block_unplug 
block:block_plug 
block:block_sleeprq 
block:block_getrq 
block:block_bio_queue 
block:block_bio_frontmerge 
block:block_bio_backmerge 
block:block_bio_complete 
block:block_bio_bounce 
block:block_rq_issue 
block:block_rq_insert 
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